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1 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Government of the Punjab is working for capacity building of its officials with a view to
improving the overall performance and efficiency levels of service delivery. Government
has entrusted this task to Punjab Resource Management Program (PRMP). In this regard,
PRMP is carrying out a number of initiatives including short courses at Asian Institute of
Technology, Thailand, Civil Services College, Singapore as well as the World Bank
funded Punjab Capacity Building Program (PCBP) - the Foreign Masters Program. Under
Punjab Capacity Building Program, two batches have completed their Masters Program
i.e. PCBP-I and PCBP-II (in academic years 2007-08 and 2008-09 respectively) and
currently scholars under PCBP-III program are studying abroad.

In this regard PRMP has identified a list of high-ranking programs / universities after
extensive stakeholder consultations. Applications were invited from all provinical
government servants who fulfilled the eligibility criteria (attached as Annex A). In this
regard, a transparent and competitive selection process was adopted. The officers were
required to acquire a valid offer of admission in one of the identified programs /
universities. As a result of the selection process 22 candidates got selected (list attached
as Annex B). All these officers have successfully completed their courses and returned to
Pakistan. PRMP, in keeping with international best practices considered it necessary to
conduct an evaluation of this program to ensure efficient and proper utilization of
government resources.

This evaluation is based on the feedback of 16 scholars out of a total of 22, as only these
16 took part in the evaluation exercise by filling in the evaluation questionnaire (attached
as Annex C) and making presentations at the debriefing session that was held on 29th

October 2009 (presentations are attached as Annex D). This makes a little more than 70
percent of the total number, which is a sufficient number to give a very good idea of the
overall level of scholar satisfaction with the various contents of the programme. The list
of these 16 PCBP-II scholars is provided in a table alongwith the respective degrees and
universities in the next section of this report.

The courses fell under the broad headings of General & Technical Management Courses,
Social Policy and Development Studies. Due to this diverse range of courses it was not
possible to compare / evaluate course contents, therefore it was decided to evaluate and
compare more general aspects of the program itself as well as the pre-departure
arrangements and post degree placement. The questionnaire thus covers a range of
questions such as the ability and skills of resource persons / teachers and logistical
arrangements, etc.

Three data sources have been used for the preparation of this evaluation report. These
include the questionnaires as the primary source. In addition feedbacks / presentations of
scholars at the debriefing session held at MPDD on 29th October 2009 and the forms
filled by the scholars before leaving for the courses were also reviewed with a view to
assess whether their pre-departure objectives have been fulfilled.
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The feedback provided by the scholars has helped evaluate a range of factors such as the
level of satisfaction of the scholars with logistical arrangements, relevance of the course
content for the Government in general and the parent department in particular and
gauging of improvements in the personal skills of the scholars as a result of the courses
attended.

The report also contains a section each on findings as well as recommendations. These
sections show that the scholars are completely satisfied with the selection process and the
degrees acquired. Most of the scholars were also satisfied with the logistical
arrangements made by PRMP however there were a few concerns raised which are
discussed below. They have also shown satisfaction with the facilities and arrangements
offered at their respective universities and have rated both teaching effectiveness and
resource persons, very highly. Majority of the scholars believe that their communication
skills, ability to learn from experience and sociability were the most improved abilities as
a result of their participation in PCBP-II program.

The scholars have made a range of recommendations for improving the program. These
include increasing the number of universities / programs that they can apply to*. Another
recommendation is on the need for the development of an appropriate Placement Policy
for post degree placement so that the knowledge and skills acquired may be utilized
optimally. The scholars have also recommended a comprehensive Training Needs
Assessment exercise for better identifying the areas that require training / education for
future programs **.

* It may be mentioned here that PRMP has already done this by increasing the number of
options by threefold.

** PRMP has already done work in this regard.

2 - BACKGROUND

Government of the Punjab’s desire to improve efficiency has become doubly important in
view of the many reforms being introduced by the Government, as well as the rapidly
changing modern governance paradigm, both of which require acquisition of new skill
sets.

In this regard as mentioned above PRMP has initiated Punjab Capacity Building Program
with the help of funds available from the World Bank. Under this program, officers of
Government of the Punjab are being sent for one-year degree programs to universities
identified for this purpose. The purpose of sending officials abroad for these one-year
Masters Degree Programmes is to enable them to enhance their knowledge and develop
expertise in specific areas, so that upon completion of their degrees they should be in a
position to apply the knowledge and skills learnt abroad to their work in the respective
departments, thereby, improving the overall government efficiency which in turn will
lead to improvement in public service delivery.
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As discussed above a transparent and competitive selection process was adopted for
PCBP-II program. Applications were invited from all provinical government servants
who fulfilled the basic eligibility criteria. One of the basic requirements of application
was that the officers should have a valid offer of admission in one of the identified
disciplines / institutes. The application form was designed in such a manner as to be able
to capture not just relevant information about their academic background but also their
future plans with regard to their service and their vision about the utilization of skills
acquired for the overall improvement of the government functioning. A committee was
formed to shortlist the applications. After the shortlisting, interviews were conducted by
the Capacity Development Interventions Committee under the chairmanship of Chairman
Planning and Development Board.

As a result of this process 22 candidates were selected. This was the second batch of
officials that was sent under this programme. The range of courses for which these
candidates were selected included Project Management, Health, Policy Development and
some technical degree courses. The evaluation has been done on the basis of comparison
of only the general aspects of the courses with each other rather than comparing the
specific course content.

In order to better evaluate the program we need to be aware of the basic facts with respect
to the participants & their courses. The list of the 16 PCBP-II scholars is therefore
provided in the table below alongwith the respective degrees and universities. The topics
of dissertations of scholars alongwith objectives and scopes of dissertations are also
provided in a separate table.

2.1 - LIST OF SCHOLARS, THEIR DEGREE PROGRAMS &
UNIVERSITIES

SR
# SCHOLAR DEGREE UNIVERSITY

1 Abdul Razzaq
M.Sc. In Program & Project
Management

The University of Warwick,
United Kingdom

2
Tariq
Mahmood

M.Sc. in Program and Project
Management

The University of Warwick,
United Kingdom

3 Arif Mian Butt
M.Sc. in Program and Project
Management

The University of Warwick,
United Kingdom
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4 Azmat Amin
M.Sc. Public Services Policy and
Management

King's College, London

5
Muhammad
Asif Iqbal

M.Sc. Public Services Policy and
Management

King's College, London

6
Muhammad
Asif Aslam

M.Sc. Water Resources
Technology & Management

University of Birmingham, UK

7
Zeeshan Ali
Hashmi

M.Sc. Water Resources
Technology & Management

University of Birmingham, UK

8 Tahir Raza
MA Development Studies (Local
& Regional Dev.)

Institute of Social Studies (ISS),
Erasmus University, Netherlands

9
Ghulam Saghir
Shahid

MA in Development Studies
Institute of Social Studies (ISS),
Erasmus University, Netherlands

10
Dr. Khurram
Shahzad

Health, Population and Society
London School of Economics and
Political Science

11
Muhammad
Tanvir Majid

M.Sc. International
Development : HRM

IDPM, University of Manchester

12
Shahinshah
Faisal Azim

M.Sc. Development Economics
& Policy

IDPM, University of Manchester

13 Asif Rafiq
M.Sc. Management of Training
& Development

Univ of Edinburgh - College of
Higher Education

14
Muhammad
Afzal

M.Sc. Poverty Reduction and
Development Management

University of Birmingham

15
Naveed
Ahmad

M.Sc. International
Construction Management &
Engineering

University of Leeds, Uk

16
Shahid Ishaq
Khan

M.Sc. Environmental
Monitoring, Modelling &
Reconstruction

University of Manchester, UK
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2.2 - TOPICS OF DISSERTATION OF SCHOLARS AND OBJECTIVES &
SCOPES OF DISSERTATIONS

SCHOLAR TOPIC OF DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES & SCOPE

Abdul
Razzaq

Project Risk Management
using the PRINCE 2
Methodology

 To study the use of PRINCE 2
methodology in managing projects

 To study the various project
management and risk management
methodologies with specific reference to
PRINCE 2 methodology & its risk
component

 To compare PRINCE 2 with PMBOK with
specific reference to risk management
component

Tariq
Mahmood

Implementation of Lean in
the NHS

To judge the general perception of Lean in
NHS and effect of implementation of lean
upon various health indicators &
organizational behaviour

Arif Mian
Butt

Role of emotional
intelligence in the success
of Project leaders in Public
Sector Projects

*

Azmat Amin
Paradox of Community
Based and Community
Driven Development

Scope : Role of Third Sector Organizations in
Public Service Delivery.

Objective : Analysis of objectives of CBB &
CDD, their goals and limitations in their
development.

Muhammad
Asif Iqbal

An Analysis of Poverty
alleviation in Pakistan
through empowerment

It finds good governance is the moving link
between anti-poverty efforts and poverty
alleviation
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Muhammad
Asif Aslam

Effect of climate change on
flooding of UK Railway
System

Find out trigger rainfall level
Analysis of regional and yearly delayed
trends

Zeeshan Ali
Hashmi

To measure the structure of
turbulent flow over
idealized gravel bed using
optical technique of Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV)

*

Tahir Raza

Evaluation of sustainable
livelihood in Barani Areas
(SLBAD) – Pakistan –
Exploring the gaps between
/ in Participation

*

Ghulam
Saghir
Shahid

Do male attitudes obstruct
female participation. The
case of Education & Female
Labour Force Participation –
case study of district Lahore

To give recommendation to Government of
Punjab for devising a gender sensitive
development policy

Dr. Khurram
Shahzad

Pakistan’s Health Sector
Reforms in Maternal Health
during 2000 – 07. A
comparative study of
Punjab & Sindh with a view
to achieving MDG-5

Lessons and future implications

Muhammad
Tanvir Majid

Impact of Emotional
Intelligence on
organizational excellence

*
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Shahinshah
Faisal Azim

Role of state in industrial
competitiveness in East
Asian Tigers. Can Pakistan
emulate them today?

*

Asif Rafiq
TNA of line managers of
L&DD Deptt

 Comprehensive analysis of training
needs of livestock & dairy professionals
of Punjab.

 Focused on the TNA of line managers.
 Very strategic position. Supervising

almost 250-300 officers / officials.
 TNA in line with bringing change with

better understanding of the
organization’s goals.

Muhammad
Afzal

Identifying links between
current Decentralization
and Poverty Reduction in
Pakistan

 To identify factors in Pakistan’s context
that are essential for decentralization to
contribute to poverty reduction.

 To explore the impact of
decentralization on poverty reduction.

Naveed
Ahmad

Interpersonal
communication
management at
construction manager level

To express the current interpersonal
communication practices at construction
manager level in Pakistan & developing a
framework for effective interpersonal
communication

Shahid Ishaq
Khan

Plantation Forest effects on
Dissolved Organic Carbon
(DOC) in Peak district,
Manchester

*

* Not filled by the scholar.

The next section of the report describes the methodology used for the evaluation of
PCBP-II program. The methods used to collect data are also discussed in this section
which include the data collection instruments, types of data collected and analytic
techniques used.
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3 - METHODOLOGY

3.1 - WHAT IS EVALUATION

Evaluation is the comparison of actual project impacts against the agreed strategic plans.
It looks at what you set out to do, at what you have accomplished, and how you
accomplished it. It can be formative (taking place during the life of a project or
organization, with the intention of improving the strategy or way of functioning of the
project or organization). It can also be summative (drawing lessons from a completed
project or an organization that is no longer functioning). In addition, experts usually
distinguish among four levels of training evaluation:

Level 1: Reaction
Level 2: Learning
Level 3: Transfer to the job
Level 4: Organizational impact

This evaluation report is based on the first level technique, that is the reaction of the
participants which measures the participants’ opinions about the course. This is the most
common way to evaluate a course and provides a measure of target individual’s
satisfaction. It is simple to administer, provides insights into participants’ opinions. It
also provides quick feedback regarding successes and failures.

3.2 - PURPOSE OF EVALUATION

The tool of evaluation is used as a device to assess any project / program undertaken with
a view to improving it further through better decision making in light with the lessons
learnt.

There are two main reasons to evaluate a learning and development activity:

 To acquire information on how to improve the activity
 To decide whether to continue, expand, or eliminate the activity

Both of the above-mentioned reasons are important for the evaluation of PCBP-II
program.

3.3 - STRUCTURE OF QUESTIONNAIRES

The questionnaire was custom designed to yield quantitative as well as qualitative data
for analysis so as to be able to get a true picture of assessment of the program. The
questionnaire included not just closed-ended but also open-ended questions. The
objective was to get the detailed responses from participants including their observations,
their experiences and their candid views on different aspects of the courses.
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In addition the questionnaire involved the ranking and rating scale techniques. Ranking
was incorporated to judge what participants found most / least useful during the course.
The Rankings method involves getting participants to state what they consider most
important, most useful, least important, least useful, etc. It can be used with individuals
and groups, as part of an interview schedule or questionnaire, or as a separate session.
The Rating Scale method was included to let the participants express their level of liking
and disliking about various fields of courses. This technique makes use of a continuum,
along which participants are expected to place their own feelings, observations, etc.
People are usually asked to say whether they agree strongly, agree, don’t know, disagree,
disagree strongly with a statement, etc. A typical rating scale asks subjects to choose one
response category from several arranged in an hierarchical order. Some of the common
examples of Ratings Scale are the ‘Likert Scale’ and 1 to 10 rating scales in which a
subject selects the number, which is supposed to reflect the perceived quality of a
product. Rating scales are useful in making important decisions not only regarding
products, but even important decisions about public policy.

As mentioned above in keeping with the broad range of courses it was decided to cover
the general aspects of the courses rather than the course content. The questionnaire was,
therefore, carefully structured inline with this requirement to capture the feedbacks of
scholars on the following topics:

a) Assessment of Program / University / Arrangements
b) Impact of Program on improving personal skills
c) Degrees’ relevance to the Department / Organization
d) Utility of the Foreign Exposure

a) Assessment of Program / University / Arrangements

It was decided to evaluate and compare selected skill sets and abilities of Resource
Persons of each course instead of comparing the Resource Persons of courses
individually for the purpose of drawing a comparison between the courses. The skill sets
and abilities of Resource Persons that were included for the analysis are as under:

 Qualification & experience
 Teaching Methodology
 Knowledge of the topics
 Communication style
 Time management
 Availability for after session consultations
 Management of the learning process

For this purpose the means / averages of these abilities of resource persons’ of all
individual courses were taken and comparisons were drawn between courses.

The other aspects of courses that were evaluated and compared are as under:
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 Satisfaction with the teaching facilities & logistical arrangements
 Relevance and adequacy of course content
 Teaching effectiveness
 Overall rating of teaching facilities
 Overall rating of Degree Program and University

It is hoped that this would be useful for PRMP in a number of ways, to evaluate the
satisfaction level of scholars with the logistical arrangements, establish the relevance of
course content for the parent department of scholar and at the same time provide a
guideline for future scholars seeking admissions in these Universities.

b) Impact of Program on improving personal skills

The second section of the questionnaire was designed to gauge the improvement in
personal skills of the scholars. The questions were aimed to inquire the improvement in
their knowledge base and skills. In addition the scholars were asked to specify the three
most improved implementing capabilities from the list of some most common ones,
which in their view were particularly enhanced as a result of the course.

c) Relevance of the Degree to the Government / Department

The questions contained in this part of the questionnaire were designed to assess how
useful the degree has been for the parent Department / Government. In this regard one of
the questions is about their opinion as to the most relevant department inline with the
degree obtained for their posting.

d) Utility of the Foreign Exposure

The last part of the questionnaire was added to capture feedbacks of scholars about their
learning from the experience of living in a foreign country. It also captures the feedbacks
of scholars regarding their experiences of cross-cultural exposure and Globalization.

3.4 - DATA SOURCES

Data sources used in the preparation of this report included the following:

 Questionnaires - duly filled by scholars
 Feedback / presentations of scholars at the debriefing session held at MPDD on 29th

October 2009.
 The forms filled by the scholars before their departure on the courses (these were

reviewed to assess whether their pre-departure objectives have been fulfilled).

3.5 - PROCESS

The evaluation was broken down into four different phases: filling in of questionnaires,
collection of data, processing of data and report writing.
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The participants of the courses were provided with the questionnaires and were requested
to fill in the required fields as per their experiences and observations about the course.

The information from the debriefing session of 29th October, 2009 and the pre-departure
application forms complemented the process of information acquisition and it was also
considered while preparing recommendations.

The quantitative and qualitative data from questionnaires was meticulously extracted and
compiled. Statistical techniques were used to convert responses into means (averages),
frequencies and percentages for thorough analysis. The analyzed data was then organized
in the form of lists, charts and tables and has been included in the succeeding section
whereas necessary comments have been provided and information analyzed.

The recommendations and suggestions of the scholars are provided at the end of the
report.

It should be noted that the italicized content in the report represents either the exact
words of scholars to convey their comments effectively or the title / skill sets etc. picked
from the questionnaire.

The numbers used in the data of the report were rounded off to two decimal points
wherever the means / averages or percentages were taken.

4 - FINDINGS

4.1 - ASSESSMENT OF PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITIES AND LOGISTICAL

ARRANGEMENTS

In accordance with the methodology as explained above the first section of Findings
illustrates the results, regarding the programs, universities and logistical arrangements
made by PRMP, in the form of charts and tables.

4.1.1 - SATISFACTION OF SCHOLARS WITH THE SELECTION PROCESS, COURSE

AND ARRANGEMENTS

The following chart shows the number of scholars who expressed their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with the selection process, degree acquired and logistical arrangements
made by PRMP.
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Figure 1

The patterned bars in figure 1 represent the number of scholars who expressed
satisfaction whereas the bars without any pattern show the number of those who were not
satisfied.

It is evident from the figure 1 that all the scholars were satisfied with the selection
process, the course itself and the degree acquired. There were two scholars who showed
concerns regarding logistical arrangements.

In addition to ticking Yes / No, a few of the scholars have also provided their comments
which are as follows:

 However, this benefit is for officers, its results should reach to the poor people by
utilizing the acquired knowledge in the relevant field.

 Still room for improvement by financially supporting the officers.

 Our stipend was cut in between the program and timely disbursement of stipend were
not made.

 The return ticket was not given. Should be given by the PRMP before officer’s home
journey.
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4.1.2 - SATISFACTION LEVEL OF SCHOLARS WITH THE DIFFERENT ASPECTS

OF COURSES

This portion of questionnaire was aimed at gauging the level of satisfaction of scholars
with regards to some of the important aspects of training. For this purpose the scholars
were asked to rate their level of satisfaction on the Ratings Scale for the following:

 Satisfaction with the teaching facilities and logistical arrangements offered at the
university

 Adequacy and relevance of the course content
 Teaching effectiveness
 Overall rating of teaching facilities
 Overall rating of Degree Program and University

The five-point scale used for the rating is as follows:
1. = Poor
2 = Fair
3. = Good
4. = Very good
5. = Excellent

The ratings of scholars were used to make comparisons between the courses for the
above-mentioned aspects of the courses. It is to be noted here that average / mean ratings
were calculated for comparisons in those cases for which more than one feedback was
available for the same course and university, as in some courses / universities more than
one scholar was enrolled. The following charts show the satisfaction level of scholars
with above-mentioned aspects of training:

Figure 2
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The purpose of this question was to measure the satisfaction level of scholars with the
logistical arrangements and the teaching facilities provided by their respective
universities.
For Satisfaction with the teaching facilities & logistical arrangements it is evident from
the figure 2 that scholars have assigned the maximum rating 5.00 to most of the programs
which represents Excellent on the Ratings Scale. However, the three programs, were
given lower than 5.00 rating, which are Program & Project Management – The
University of Warwick (4.67), Environmental Monitoring, Modelling & Reconstruction –
University of Manchester, UK (4.00) and Management of Training & Development –
University of Edinburgh (4.00). However, all of the courses were rated 4.00 or higher for
Satisfaction with the teaching facilities & logistical arrangements, which is Very Good to
Excellent rating on the Ratings Scale.

Figure 3

This question was added to gauge the satisfaction level of scholars regarding the
adequacy and relevance of the course content of their respective degrees. This
information would be particularly useful for the scholars seeking admission in these
programs.
Figure 3 shows that the scholars have given the highest rating (5.00) to the programs
offered by University of Leeds, University of Birmingham, University of Manchester and
King’s College London for Relevant and adequate course content. All other courses were
also rated 4.00 or higher which is Very Good to Excellent rating on the Ratings Scale.
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Figure 4

Research indicates that students are the most qualified source to report on the extent to
which the learning experience was productive, informative, satisfying, or worthwhile.
While opinions on these matters are not direct measures of instructor or course
effectiveness, they are legitimate indicators of student satisfaction, and there is
substantial research linking student satisfaction to effective teaching. The measure of
satisfaction level of scholars with Teaching Effectiveness was therefore considered of
great value for the next batch of scholars seeking admissions in these universities.
About the Teaching effectiveness of the program, the scholars have assigned Excellent
rating (5.00) to more than half of the programs as can be seen by referring to the Figure 4.
In this case, again all remaining programs were also given 4.00 or higher rating.

Figure 5
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This question was added to measure the Overall satisfaction level of the scholars
regarding the teaching facilities that were offered by their respective universities.
It is evident from the figure 5 that scholars have given Excellent rating (5.00) to almost
all of the courses for Overall rating of teaching facilities barring three but these were also
rated very highly i.e. 4.00 or higher.

Figure 6

Overall rating of Degree Program and University provides a satisfaction level with all
the aspects of the program / university.
Most of the scholars assigned the highest rating i.e. 5.00 to Overall rating of Degree
Program and University. The only programs which were given a slightly lesser than 5.00
ratings were Program & Project Management – The University of Warwick, UK, Public
Services Policy and Management – King’s College, London, Environmental Monitoring,
Modelling & Reconstruction – University of Manchester, UK and Management of
Training & Development – University of Edinburgh. However, all of these courses were
rated 4.00 or higher, by scholars, which means all of these were also in Very Good to
Excellent region on the Ratings Scale.

4.1.3 - COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ABILITIES AND SKILLS OF RESOURCE

PERSONS / TEACHERS

The participants were asked to rate the resource persons with regard to a number of
abilities and skills:

 Qualification & experience
 Teaching methodology
 Knowledge of the topics
 Communication style
 Time management
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 Availability for after session consultations
 Management of the learning process

The five-point scale used for the rating is as follows:
1. = Below average
2. = Average
3. = Good
4. = Very good
5. = Excellent

Since we are not evaluating a single course or university, therefore instead of comparing
the resource persons / teachers of a program with one another it was decided to evaluate
and compare important abilities and skill sets of resource persons of these courses with a
view to provide a guideline for future scholars seeking admissions in these universities.

For this purpose the means / averages of ratings ;of resource persons’ skills were taken
and were compared with those of resource persons of the other courses. Two of the
scholars did not assign the exact ratings on the Ratings Scale, instead they mentioned
‘Very good to Excellent’ and ‘Good to Excellent’ sections of Ratings Scales for all the
resource persons of their respective courses. The average ratings for these resource
persons were therefore taken accordingly.

Figure 7

It is evident from the figure 7 that the resource persons of the courses ‘Health, Population
and Society – London School of Economics and Political Science’ and ‘Water Resources
Technology & Management – University of Birmingham’ have got the highest average
ratings for Qualification & Experience. On the lower side the resource persons of
‘Environmental Monitoring, Modelling & Reconstruction – University of Manchester,
UK’ received the lowest average rating (4.33). However, it should be noted here that all
of these ratings were above 4.00 which means all resource persons were rated Very Good
to Excellent by the scholars for their Qualification & Experience.
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Figure 8

The resource persons of the course ‘Water Resources Technology & Management –
University of Birmingham’ were given the highest ratings (5.00) for Teaching
Methodology by scholars. Whereas the resource persons of the courses ‘Environmental
Monitoring, Modelling & Reconstruction – University of Manchester, UK’ and ‘Poverty
Reduction and Development Management – University of Birmingham’ were given the
lowest average rating (4.00).

Figure 9

For Knowledge of the Topics the resource persons of ‘International Construction
Management & Engineering – University of Leeds, UK’ and ‘Health, Population and
Society’ – London School of Economics and Political Science’ were rated highest (5.00).
‘Environmental Monitoring, Modelling & Reconstruction – University of Manchester,
UK’ was given the lowest rating (4.00). Again, for ‘Knowledge of the Topics’ all average
ratings of scholars were between Very Good to Excellent.
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Figure 10

For Communication Style, the resource persons of the course ‘Water Resources
Technology & Management – University of Birmingham, UK’ tops the list with average
rating of 4.75 whereas that of ‘Environmental Monitoring, Modelling & Reconstruction –
University of Manchester, UK’ were lowest with 4.00. However, all of these average
ratings for Communication Style of teachers were Very Good to Excellent on Ratings
Scale.

Figure 11

The resource persons of the program ‘International Construction Management &
Engineering – University of Leeds, UK’ leads for the Time Management with average
rating of 5.00. On the lower side the resource persons of ‘Environmental Monitoring,
Modelling & Reconstruction – University of Manchester, UK’ received lowest average
rating of 3.67 which is just below 3.83 of ‘Poverty Reduction and Development
Management – University of Birmingham’. These both ratings, however, manages to
remain within Good to Very Good bracket.
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Figure 12

In the case of Availability for after session consultations the resource persons of the
‘Water Resources Technology & Management – University of Birmingham, UK’ leads
with average rating of 4.92 while the resource persons of ‘International Construction
Management & Engineering – University of Leeds, UK’ received the lowest average
rating of 3.75.

Figure 13

For the Management of learning process, the resource persons of the course ‘Water
Resources Technology & Management – University of Birmingham, UK’ received the
perfect average rating of 5.00 with resource persons of ‘Public Services Policy and
Management – King’s College, London’ just behind with 4.92. The lowest average for
this ability of resource persons was given to the course ‘Environmental Monitoring,
Modelling & Reconstruction – University of Manchester, UK’. Again all averages in this
case ranges from 4.00 to 5.00 i.e. Very Good to Excellent.
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4.1.4 – IDENTIFICATION BY SCHOLARS OF SUBJECTS STUDIED THAT WERE

MOST BENEFICIAL FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR AS WELL AS THOSE THAT WERE

NOT RELEVANT

The following table lists the responses of scholars to two questions from the
questionnaire in which they were asked to list down three most relevant and not so
relevant subjects from their courses for the public sector.

INST. SCHOLAR
MOST BENEFICIAL SUBJECTS FOR

PUBLIC SECTOR
NOT SO RELEVANT

SUBJECTS

TH
E

U
N

IV
ER

SI
TY

O
F

W
A

R
W

IC
K

,U
N

IT
ED

K
IN

G
D

O
M

Abdul
Razzaq

 Organization People &
Performance (OPP)

 Management of Change
(MOC)

 Project Planning,
Management & Control
(PPMC)

 Collaborative
Product
Development

 International Joint
Ventures

Tariq
Mahmood

 Management of Change
 Organization People &

Performances
 Service Design and Delivery

 Collaborative
Product
Development

 International Joint
Ventures

Arif Mian
Butt

 Globalisation and Outsourcing
 Project Planning,

Management & Control
 Financial Analysis and Control

System

Strategic Marketing

K
IN

G
’S

C
O

LL
EG

E,
LO

N
D

O
N

Azmat Amin

 Human Resource
Management in Public
Services

 Management, Finance and
Accounting of Public Services

 Designing Public Policy

The degree program is
designed for middle
level public servants, so
all the subjects were
relevant to Public Sector
in Punjab

Muhammad
Asif Iqbal

 HRM
 Politics, Government and

Regulations
 Political Economy of Public

Services

All subjects were
relevant in one way or
other
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U
N

IV
ER

SI
TY

O
F

B
IR

M
IN

G
H

A
M

,U
K

Muhammad
Asif Aslam

 Surface Water Resources I & II
 Ground Water Resources
 Water & Environmental

Management

None

Zeeshan Ali
Hashmi

 Surface Water Resources
 Water Quality & Environment

Awareness
 Ground Water Resources

None

IN
ST

IT
U

TE
O

F
SO

C
IA

L
ST

U
D

IE
S

(I
SS

),
ER

A
SM

U
S

U
N

IV
ER

SI
TY

,N
ET

H
ER

LA
N

D
S

Tahir Raza

 Local Economic Development
 Municipal Governance &

Management
 Project Management for Local

Development

None

Ghulam
Saghir
Shahid

 Development Theories &
Strategies

 Social Policy Analysis – the
Politics & Economics of
Inclusion

None

LO
N

D
O

N
SC

H
O

O
L

O
F

EC
O

N
O

M
IC

S
&

P
O

LI
TI

C
A

L
SC

IE
N

C
E

Dr. Khurram
Shahzad

 Foundations of Health Policy
 Health Policy in developing

countries
 Pharmaceutical Economics

None

IP
D

M
,U

N
IV

ER
SI

TY
O

F
M

A
N

C
H

ES
TE

R

Muhammad
Tanvir Majid

 Human Resource Practice I
 Organization Development
 Organization Behaviour

All are relevant
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IP
D

M
,U

N
IV

ER
SI

TY
O

F
M

A
N

C
H

ES
TE

R

Shahinshah
Faisal Azim

 Poverty, Inequality &
Government Policy

 Role of Public Sector in
Development Policy

 Industrialization in
Developing countries

None

U
N

IV
ER

SI
TY

O
F

ED
IN

U
R

G
H

Asif Rafiq

 Human Resource
Development

 Designing & Delivering
Training

 Evaluation in Context

None

U
N

IV
ER

SI
TY

O
F

B
IR

M
IN

G
H

A
M

,

U
K Muhammad

Afzal

 Decentralised Governance
and Management

 Decentralised Government
Finance

 Rural Poverty and
Development

None

U
N

IV
ER

SI
TY

O
F

LE
ED

S,
U

K

Naveed
Ahmad

 Project Management
 Procurement Management
 Strategic Management

None

U
N

IV
ER

SI
TY

O
F

M
A

N
C

H
ES

TE
R

,U
K

Shahid Ishaq
Khan

 Environmental Remote
Sensing

 Environmental Application of
GIS

 Environmental Monitoring &
Modelling

Environmental Change

4.2 - IMPACT OF PROGRAM ON IMPROVING PERSONAL SKILLS

This section presents the feedbacks of the scholars regarding improvement in their
personal skills as a result of attending their Masters Program and its related experiences.
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4.2.1 - IMPROVEMENT IN IMPLEMENTING CAPABILITIES

The scholars were asked to identify any 3 implementing capabilities, which in their view
were particularly enhanced as a result of the course. For the convenience of the scholars a
general list of the most common capabilities was listed from which the scholars were
asked to select. In case some important ability was left out, column for ‘other ability’ was
provided for those who needed to specify some other ability, not mentioned in the list
given in the Questionnaire. The capabilities listed in the Questionnaire are as follows:

i. Pro-activeness (motivation, ability to take action)
ii. Sociability (understanding of others, ability to build relationships)
iii. Sense of trust (sense of responsibility, ability to achieve things)
iv. Ability to learn from experience (awareness of issues, application of experience)
v. Self control (emotional stability, control)
vi. Communication ability (ability to express oneself, persuasive power)
vii. Other ability – please specify

The chart below shows the capabilities that were selected, with those most selected at the
top and those selected by the least number of scholars at the bottom.

Figure 14

It is evident from the chart that the Communication ability (ability to express oneself
clearly) has the highest frequency of 10, which means most of the scholars (10 out of 16)
think that their Communication ability has been improved as a result of this program.
Communication ability was followed by the Ability to learn from experience (8),
Sociability (8) and Other ability (8).
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Following are the improved abilities as mentioned by the scholars under Other ability
header:

 Honesty and international exposure – (Muhammad Asif Aslam)
 Project Management & design – (Zeeshan Ali Hashmi)
 Modeling of Hydraulic Structures – (Zeeshan Ali Hashmi)
 Report Writing – (Zeeshan Ali Hashmi)
 Training of trainers – (Asif Rafiq)
 Evaluation in Organizations – (Asif Rafiq)
 Conducting & Managing Training Functions – (Asif Rafiq)
 Application of GIS, TAS, IDRISI in resource planning – (Shahid Ishaq Khan)

This shows that the scholarship program has been very useful from this point of view, as
most of these skills have vast applications in the government service.

4.2.2 - How useful this PCBP initiative was in enhancing your knowledge and
other skills outside of the class? [Q.13.]

In answer to this question, the scholars declared this PCBP initiative as very useful. Some
of the select responses are given below [verbatim]:

 It was an excellent opportunity. I visited almost 15 Schengen countries and came
across people of diverse cultures.

 PCBP’s contribution in enhancing my skills and capabilities is great.

 PCBP initiative provide me opportunity to study in London, which is a global village
and I saw the cultures and met peoples of the entire world in one city (London).

 It was a wonderful experience and I recommend it should be permanent feature of
G.O.P.

 The program has proved equally good in providing exposure of European cultures
and socialization in diversity.

 Very useful. It gave an opportunity to learn the techniques for poverty reduction,
development initiatives, teaching ability.

 We have learnt collaborative planning & partnering.

 Polish my knowledge / skills

4.2.3 - Anything that you have learnt and would like to replicate in your work
environment? [Q.16.]

In answer to this question, the scholars gave the following responses:
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 All the technical & soft skills to be used in work environment.

 Sincerity with my job (whatever it is).

 Research techniques learnt can be used in any official assignment.

 I learnt discipline and how to work in a system. I want to replicate it in my own work.

 There is a lot of emphasis on research and I suggest we should incorporate academic
research to guide policy making.

 Commitment to task and hardwork for better results. Team players role

 Devising different health policies.

 I would like to apply whatever I have learned.

 Team work
Sense of responsibility
Sense of responsiveness to clientele

 The knowledge about the nature / causes of poverty and possible interventions to
reduce poverty.

4.3 - RELEVANCE OF DEGREES TO GOVERNMENT / DEPARTMENTS

This section is meant to assess the usefulness of the program for concerned department of
each scholar and also with regard to their placement upon completion of the course. The
Government of Punjab has taken this initiative which has a price in money and man
hours, with a view to build the capacity of its officials, so that they may in turn improve
the efficiency of the Government. It is because of this objective that this section aims to
gauge the effectiveness of the PCBP scholarship program.

4.3.1 - EXTENT TO WHICH THE OBJECTIVES OF SCHOLARS HAVE BEEN

FULFILLED [Q.8.]

This question is about the objectives of the scholars for proceeding abroad for higher
studies. And it measures whether the stated objectives have been fulfilled. In this regard
the pie chart below shows the same in percentage terms.
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Figure 15

There were forty-seven objectives in all, stated by scholars, for pursuing higher studies
under the PCBP-II program. Forty-five of these objectives were marked as fulfilled by
the scholars and two objectives were stated as undetermined as yet. However, no
objective was marked as unfulfilled.

Against two of the stated objectives, the concerned scholars have written that they are not
in a position to comment about their fulfillment, as yet. This is explained below:

Objective Scholar’s Comment

To be a human resource for the department
I serve

Depends on my posting in future

To implement the acquired knowledge &
skill in my country

Yet to be

All the stated objectives of the scholars are attached as Annex E of the report.

4.3.2 - Do you consider that you should develop any specialization related to
public sector in the future? [Q.12 (a)]

In answer to this question all 16 of the scholars, who filled the questionnaire and attended
the debriefing session responded in the affirmative. This shows that people in the public
sector are no longer satisfied with just being generalists, but want to specialize in some
area of public sector administration.

4.3.3 - How will you contribute to make your organization more efficient?
[Q.12 (c)]
The comments given below help assess the usefulness of the program, as it tries to
measure how useful the course would be in practical terms, when the officers go back to
their work places.
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PARTICIPANTS’ COMMENTS

How will

you

contribute

to make

your

organization

more

efficient?

 1) By making decisions quickly and proactively
2) By the optimal usage of resources
3) By enhancing communication
4) By doing better planning and management

 1) Better planning and scheduling
2) Evaluating the action taken
3) Developing a ‘we’ feeling amongst employees (Team working)

 By applying skills and knowledge acquired

 1) I will try to practice my knowledge and skills in public service delivery
2) I wish to spread my knowledge to other public servants through lectures on
available forums

 Now I will take part in decision making in more educated and informed way.

 To join design office and to trained officials with this developed country
knowledge.

 By effectively using my acquired skills.

 To work in P&D department on assignment concerning Dev. Project Planning &
PSDP formulation.

 Apply the Knowledge, Skills & Theories.

 By using all above-mentioned capabilities.

 Continual improvement at every position. Coaching & Mentoring to the staff.

 Better team work.

 1) Training & Development
2) HRD & HRM

 By participating in policy design

 By working at Mega Construction Projects trying to complete the projects
successfully and introducing various procurement routes for the department.

 Regarding Forest Department computer based programming of modelling /
monitoring can improve planning of natural resources.
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4.3.4 - How can you improve your organization’s effectiveness? [Q.12 (d)]

PARTICIPANTS’ COMMENTS

How can

You

improve

your

organization’s

effectiveness?

 By reducing cost through the usage of optimal resources.

 1) By responding proactively
2) By delivering timely and within cost

 By applying skills and knowledge acquired.

 I will apply my knowledge and skills of Human Resource Management
for improvement of effectiveness of my organization.

 By applying HR techniques learned, organizations effectiveness can be
improved a lot.

 Through proper implementation of Masters in design office.

 Through counseling and leading with example.

 1) Team work building
2) Motivational Strategies

 By raising efficiency & effectiveness.

 By using qualities of self-control, sense of trust and communication
skills.

 1) Positive contribution
2) Transferring skills & knowledge

 Top-bottom and bottom-top communication.

 By imparting all the knowledge and skills I have for achieving goals of
the orgranization.

 Through better targeting of various interventions that deptt is taking.

 By completing the projects well in time by using modern project
management tools & techniques.

 Effective monitoring can improve the department effectiveness,
through this program.
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4.3.5 - On the basis of your qualification and experience, which Departments
can best utilize your potential? [Q.12 (e)]

An important post training aspect is the placement of the returning officers. It is generally
believed that skills and knowledge acquired through such programs and degrees is best
utilised within the next 3 to 5 years. It is therefore essential to place these officers in the
Departments, where their recently acquired degree would be put to the best use. It may be
mentioned that PRMP is putting special emphasis on this and is already making efforts in
this regard, by developing a Placement Policy as well as requesting the Government to
place the returning scholars in Departments, which are appropriate to their degrees.

SCHOLAR DEGREE
SCHOLARS’ SUGGESTED

DEPARTMENTS FOR PLACEMENT

Abdul Razzaq
M.Sc. In Program & Project
Management

P&D, Projects in all departments

Tariq Mahmood
M.Sc. in Program and Project
Management

 Planning & Development Deptt
 Finance Deptt
 Health Deptt

Arif Mian Butt
M.Sc. in Program and Project
Management

Any department running a project

Azmat Amin
M.Sc. Public Services Policy
and Management

 P&D
 Departments which deal with

policy designing like CM Secretariat

Muhammad Asif
Iqbal

M.Sc. Public Services Policy
and Management

Field as well as Secretariat assignment
especially the second sector.

Muhammad Asif
Aslam

M.Sc. Water Resources
Technology & Management

Same Irrigation and Power
Department.

Zeeshan Ali
Hashmi

M.Sc. Water Resources
Technology & Management

My own Department (Irrigation &
Power Department).

Tahir Raza
MA Development Studies
(Local & Regional Dev.)

 P&D
 Forest
 Finance

Ghulam Saghir
Shahid

MA in Development Studies

 P&D Department including projects
under P&D

 MPDD
 F.D.
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Dr. Khurram
Shahzad

Health, Population and
Society

Health Dept.

Muhammad
Tanvir Majid

M.Sc. International
Development : HRM

 Projects (P&D)
 Attached Departments

Shahinshah
Faisal Azim

M.Sc. Development
Economics & Policy

 P&D Deptt.
 MPDD
 Finance Department

Asif Rafiq
M.Sc. Management of
Training & Development

Firstly L&DD or any other department
for areas of specialization.

Muhammad
Afzal

M.Sc. Poverty Reduction and
Development Management

 P&D
 MPDD
 Local government
 PRSP
 Zakat and Usher

Naveed Ahmad
M.Sc. International
Construction Management &
Engineering

PMO’s & PMU for construction
projects in the department.

Shahid Ishaq
Khan

M.Sc. Environmental
Monitoring, Modelling &
Reconstruction

My parent department i.e. Punjab
Forest Department and Punjab
Environment Protection Department.

4.3.6 - What are your future career goals and how do you want to achieve
them? [Q.12 ( f )]

In response to this question, the scholars stated the following goals:

 1) Doing certifications (PRINCE2, PMP)
2) Studying project management methodologies in Public Sector projects &
developing best practice methodology
3) Doing PhD in project management
4) Providing consultancy in project management
5) Acting as Resource Person for training in project management

 1) To keep my knowledge updated
2) To use my knowledge for improvement of service delivery
3) To enhance my knowledge in Health management
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 I would think about doing PhD in any relevant discipline of study.

 I want to do PhD in Management Science (Public Policy and Management) and I am
preparing to compete on open merit for these scholarships.

 I feel now I am in a better position to man position available after change of focus of
govt towards development of social sector.

 To do my specialization in the same subject.

 To do my PhD.
To serve in Project Management Unit of Irrigation & Power Department

 To pay back to the Government through my improved knowledge base and capacity.

 To work for Punjab Govt. at Middle Management Level.

 To serve in health dept. and further improve my skills.

 Serving at middle management positions in Government Departments.

 Work for the betterment of the country.

 1) As mentioned in the presentation
2) To ensure TNA and managing T&D Functions
3) Consultancy
4) Posting in the relevant Project

 To participate in policy design and / or to participate in training at MPDD.

 To work towards applicability of Partnering, PPP, PFI & Prime Contracting.

 1) Get higher education at PhD level
2) Impart technical skills to my department

4.4 - UTILITY OF THE FOREIGN EXPOSURE

The last part of the Findings section illustrates the feedbacks of scholars about their
learning from the foreign exposure and the cross-cultural effects and Globalization.

4.4.1 - How would you like to comment on your cross-cultural experience?
[Q.14.]

We are living in the age of globalization, where international exposure is very important.
It is with this in mind, and the fact that travel has always been recognised as a great
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learning experience, that a set of questions was developed, which has been placed in this
section. The comments of the scholars given below show that all of the scholars were of
the opinion that the study tour was a great learning experience. Some of the select
responses are as follows:

 It was excellent because the class was consisting of students from various continents.
It enhanced communication and team working skills.

 Cross-cultural experience was excellent exposure, generating a lot of confidence and
understanding about different nationalities.

 The PRMP scholarship was a window of opportunity for me to experience the most
developed culture of Central London. I appreciate tolerance and acceptability of
Central Londoners towards foreigners.

 It has given me a diverse blend of exposure and added to my confidence and
knowledge of various cultures and their values.

 Very nice experience that generate tolerance, self-control, learning and rational
thinking.

 It helped in learning issues related to different communities.

 Very encouraging experience, came across living ways of different cultures etc.

It is evident from the comments that the scholars feel that the opportunity provided by
PRMP has increased their confidence level, communication skills and enhanced a range
of other abilities as well.

4.4.2 - How do you think the knowledge and experience of getting a degree
from a foreign country has helped you in understanding the phenomenon of
Globalization and how could you benefit from it in your work? [Q.15.]

 1) Understood the cultures of different countries
2) Working in cross cultural teams
3) Understood global business environment
4) Got an idea of global supply chain management

 It was not a bookish knowledge. Seeing is believing. It has compelled me to change
my pre-conceived notions and beliefs.

 Internationalization better understood through modules like Globalization and
Outsourcing; Global Business Environment and multicultural environment at the
University.
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 Globalization bring people closer. They share their interest, aspirations and
achievements. In a global village acceptance and tolerance toward other cultures and
religions is must.

 Studying in U.K. you can feel that world has turned into Global village and all kinds
of barriers are removed.

 Knowledge of climatic change is beneficial.

 Global issues like ‘Climatic Change’ and ‘Environmental Legislation’ can be very
beneficial to understand our responsibility as environment conscious country.

 Globalization has paved the way for socialization and ability to live in diverse and
new environment.

 It is a globalized world and no country can live in isolation, so global initiatives are
to be adopted.

 The idea of “Act local and think global” epitomized this notion.

 Learning contemporary issues and devising strategies for improvement within
organizations.

 Learnt a lot but probably not much usage here.

 Need more information, can email if required.

 Could get the ideas / concepts about various cultures / country settings.

 Learnt International concepts of construction management & procurement
management.

 Enhances the concept.

4.4.3 - Any other lesson(s) learnt that have not been captured in the above
questions?

 Working in cross cultural teams.

 I learnt that “all that glitters is not gold”. Your eyes should be open alongwith your
mind (all the time).

 Our educational & economic systems need to be revamped in a big way.

 `Improved I.T. skills for application in Development program formulation.
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5 - RECOMMENDATIONS / SUGGESTIONS

The debriefing session held on 29th Oct, required all the scholars to give recommendations
on how to improve the program. The recommendations presented there have been
summarized below. However, the complete recommendations of scholars in their own
words have been attached as Annex F. [The comments and recommendations of scholars
regarding their courses and universities are included as Annex G].

Regarding the selection / addition of modules, programs or universities

The scholars have recommended that more courses and universities should be included in
the PCBP program, including local high ranking universities such as LUMS. They have
also recommended that PCBP should include two-year degree programs.

Career planning of scholars / Placement Policy

The scholars have recommended that a placement policy should be put in place.

Continuation of capacity building initiative

The scholars have recommended that this PCBP initiative should continue and should be
an ongoing feature of Government of the Punjab.

Closer liaison with the scholars

It was also recommended by the scholars that PRMP should have strong coordination and
liaison with the scholars. There should be prompt and timely provision of guidelines to
scholars on all issues and PRMP should remain constantly engaged with the officers.

Training Needs Assessment

The scholars recommended conducting a comprehensive Training Needs Assessment
exercise to improve the process of identifying the courses useful for government
servants.
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ANNEX A: ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR APPLICANTS

An applicant for PCBP must:-

a. Hold a masters degree or 16 year education (MBBS, BE etc.).

b. Fulfill the following age criteria at the closing date of application: -

(1) For BS-17 Officers 38 years
(2) For BS-18 Officers 45 Years
(3) For BS-19 Officers 52 Years.

c. Have at least 5 years public sector work experience in BS-17 or above.

d. Be a regular employee of the Government of Punjab, a Civil Servant or
Technical/Specialist Cadre or Ex-Cadre. (Officers belonging to autonomous
bodies, corporations, regulatory bodies. Education, health, judiciary and not
involved in public policy making and implementation would be ineligible for the
program).

e. Hold a permanent post with the Provincial Government or at the District level.

f. Furnish an undertaking on a legal paper that she/he will serve the Punjab
government for a period of at least 5 years after training (on given format).

g. Not enrolled and pursuing a degree program at the time of application and not
getting funds from the Government of Pakistan/ Punjab or any other source,
scholarship etc.

h. Not got a foreign degree during the past 5 years.

i. Not be on currently on deputation to a donor or international agency.

j. Not be on long leave from the Government. (Equal or more than one year)

k. Not be involved in an inquiry or disciplinary action.

l. Be in good mental and physical health.
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ANNEX B : LIST OF PCBP-II SCHOLARS

Sr.
No.

Name, Designation &
Department

Discipline & University

1.
Mr. Abdul Razaq,
Principal Officer, PRSP, Lahore

MSc in Program & Project Management,
University of Warwick, UK

2.
Mr. Arif Mian Butt,
District Officer (Coord.), Kasur

MSc in Program & Project Management,
University of Warwick, UK

3.
Mr. Azmat Amin,
Deputy Secretary Chief Minister’s
Secretariat, Lahore

MSc in Public Services Policy and
Management, Kings College London

4.

Mr. Imran Akram Chohan,
Assistant Director, (Ops) Head
Quarters, PMU, Punjab Highway
Patrol, Lahore

MSc in Public Policy, University of
Bristol, UK

5.
Mr. Khurram Shehzad,
OSD, S&GAD

MSc in Health, Population and Society,
London School of Economics, UK

6.
Mirza Naseer Inayat
Deputy Secretary (Admin-1),
Agriculture Department.

MSc in Human Resource Management,
University of Manchester, UK

7.
Muhammad Asif Iqbal Malik
Deputy District Officer (Rev),
Sillanwali

MSc in Public Services Policy and
Management, Kings College London

8.
Muhammad Majid Iqbal,
Assistant Director, PSD, Punjab
Resource Management Program

MSc in Program & Project Management,
University of Warwick, UK

9.
Muhammad Tanvir Majid,
Deputy Director Estate
Management LDA, Lahore

MSc in International Development
Human Resource Management,
University of Manchester, UK

10.
Mr. Shahinshah Faisal Azim,
Deputy Secretary,
Food Department, Lahore

MSc in Development Economics and
Policy, University of Manchester, UK

11.
Mr. Tariq Mahmood,
EDO, (Finance & Planning),
District Complex, Chakwal

MSc in Program & Project Management,
University of Warwick, UK
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Sr.
No.

Name, Designation &
Department

Discipline & University

12.
Mr. Kashif Shamim,
SDO, Paca Dalla

MSc in International Construction
Management & Engineering, University
of Leeds, UK

13.

Mr. Muhammad Asif Aslam,
Assistant Executive Engineer/SDO,
Bhakkar Development Sub Division,
Mianwali

MSc in Taught Program in Water
Resources Technology and
Management, University of
Birmingham, UK

14.
Mr. Naveed Ahmad,
Asst. Director,
PMO, P&R, Lahore

MSc in International construction
Management & Engineering, University
of Leeds, UK

15.
Mr. Zeeshan Ali Hashmi,
SDO, IV, Development Div-II,
Lahore

MSc in Water Resource Technology &
Management, University of
Birmingham, UK

16.
Ch. Ahmed Nadeem,
Deputy Director (Research and
Investigation, EPA, Lahore

MSc in Environmental Engineering &
Project Management, University of
Leeds, UK

17.
Mr. Shahid Ishaq Khan,
District Officer (Forests),
Lahore

MSc in Environmental Monitoring
Modeling & Reconstruction –
GEOGRAPHY, University of Manchester,
UK

18.

Dr. Asif Rafiq,
Section Officer,
Livestock & Dairy Development
Department, Lahore.

MSc in Management of Training &
Development, University of Edinburgh,
UK

19.
Mr. Muhammad Afzal
District Zakat Officer,
Mandi Bahauddin

MSc in Poverty Reduction &
Development Management, University
of Birmingham, UK

20.
Mr. Ghulam Saghir Shahid,
Deputy Secretary (Judicial),
Home Department

Masters of Arts in Development Studies,
Institute of Social Studies (ISS),
Netherlands

21.
Mr. Muhammad Shahid
DDO (Revenue) Malikwal

Masters of Arts in Development Studies,
Institute of Social Studies (ISS),
Netherlands

22.
Mr. Tahir Raza,
Deputy Secretary, (Admin)
CM Secretariat, Lahore

Masters of Arts in Development Studies,
Institute of Social Studies (ISS),
Netherlands
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ANNEX C : QUESTIONNAIRE

PCBP II - POST DEGREE EVALUATION FORM

PERSONAL INFORMATION

1. Name: 2. Gender:
Male

Female

3. Designation & Organization:

4. Occupational Group/Service: 5. Pay Scale:

6. Date of Birth: 7. Year of Joining Service:

Evaluation OF PCBP-II: Please provide your candid evaluation of PCBP-II. Your
evaluation will help to improve the future delivery of higher education by Punjab
Resource Management Program.

1. EDUCATION:

Degree Subject Institution Year

M.A. / M.Sc.

Professional Degree

Others

2. SELECTION METHODOLOGY:

a. Are you satisfied with the selection process for PCBP-II?

Yes  No 

If No, please elaborate why and what changes would you like to incorporate in the
selection process?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________

b. Do you think that the investment made through PCBP-II is beneficial?

Yes  No 

If No, why:
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

c. Are you satisfied with the logistical arrangements for PCBP-II for departure and
during the program?

Yes  No 

If No, why:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

3. TEACHING FACILITIES:

P
o

or

F
ai

r
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d
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g

o
o

d

E
x

ce
ll

en
t

a.
Are you satisfied with the teaching facilities and
logistic arrangements offered at your university?

1 2 3 4 5

b.
Whether the course content provided during the
course was adequate and relevant

1 2 3 4 5

c. Teaching effectiveness of the degree program 1 2 3 4 5

d. Overall rating of the teaching facilities 1 2 3 4 5
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4. DEGREE PROGRAM:

a. Title of the Degree being obtained:

__________________________________________________________________

b. Name of the University / Institute:

__________________________________________________________________

c. Are you satisfied with the degree obtained?

Yes  No 

If no, than kindly elaborate:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

d. What were the three subjects which you think were most beneficial for Public
Sector in Punjab?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

e. What were the subjects, which were not so relevant (identify 2-3 only) for Public
Sector in Punjab?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

f. Would you like to recommend your degree and university for future scholars?

Yes  No 
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Poor Fair Good
Very
good

Excellent

h.
Your overall rating of Degree
Program and university.

1 2 3 4 5

5. Which projects were required to be completed in your programs (Annex if
applicable)?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

6. Kindly specify the field visits attended during the programs (Annex if
applicable)?

I.____________________________________________________________

II.____________________________________________________________

III.___________________________________________________________

7. What was the topic of your dissertation? Kindly specify its objectives and
scope?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

8. OBJECTIVES

a. What were your objectives for pursuing of higher studies?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

b. To what extent were these objectives fulfilled?

Objectives Fulfilled
Not

Fulfilled

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

9. RESOURCE PERSONS:

a. Resource Persons Evaluation (__________________________)

Below
average

Average Good
Very
good

Excellent

A Qualification & experience 1 2 3 4 5

B Teaching Methodology. 1 2 3 4 5

C Knowledge of the topics 1 2 3 4 5

D Communication style 1 2 3 4 5

E Time management 1 2 3 4 5

F
Availability for after session
consultations.

1 2 3 4 5

G
Management of the learning
process

1 2 3 4 5

b. Resource Persons Evaluation (__________________________)
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Below
average

Average Good
Very
good

Excellent

A Qualification & experience 1 2 3 4 5

B Teaching Methodology. 1 2 3 4 5

C Knowledge of the topics 1 2 3 4 5

D Communication style 1 2 3 4 5

E Time management 1 2 3 4 5

F
Availability for after session
consultations.

1 2 3 4 5

G
Management of the learning
process

1 2 3 4 5

c. Resource Persons Evaluation (__________________________)

Below
average

Average Good
Very
good

Excellent

A Qualification & experience 1 2 3 4 5

B Teaching Methodology. 1 2 3 4 5

C Knowledge of the topics 1 2 3 4 5

D Communication style 1 2 3 4 5

E Time management 1 2 3 4 5

F
Availability for after session
consultations.

1 2 3 4 5

G
Management of the learning
process

1 2 3 4 5

d. Resource Persons Evaluation (__________________________)

Below
average

Average Good
Very
good

Excellent

A Qualification & experience 1 2 3 4 5

B Teaching Methodology. 1 2 3 4 5

C Knowledge of the topics 1 2 3 4 5
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D Communication style 1 2 3 4 5

E Time management 1 2 3 4 5

F
Availability for after session
consultations.

1 2 3 4 5

G
Management of the learning
process

1 2 3 4 5

e. Resource Persons Evaluation (__________________________)

Below
average

Average Good
Very
good

Excellent

A Qualification & experience 1 2 3 4 5

B Teaching Methodology. 1 2 3 4 5

C Knowledge of the topics 1 2 3 4 5

D Communication style 1 2 3 4 5

E Time management 1 2 3 4 5

F
Availability for after session
consultations.

1 2 3 4 5

G
Management of the learning
process

1 2 3 4 5

f. Resource Persons Evaluation (__________________________)

Below
average

Average Good
Very
good

Excellent

A Qualification & experience 1 2 3 4 5

B Teaching Methodology. 1 2 3 4 5

C Knowledge of the topics 1 2 3 4 5

D Communication style 1 2 3 4 5

E Time management 1 2 3 4 5

F
Availability for after session
consultations.

1 2 3 4 5

G
Management of the learning
process

1 2 3 4 5
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10. How would you evaluate this degree in achieving your objectives at the
organizational and individual level?

__________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

11. Identify the areas where the Degree Program has brought major
improvement in your capacity in terms of knowledge base and skills.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

12. Career Planning

a. Do you consider that you should develop any specialization related to public
sector in the future?

Yes  No 

b. Which of your implementing capabilities do you believe improved as a result of
your participation in PCBP-II? Select any three that improved most from the table
below:

No. 1 ____________________________________________________________

No. 2 ____________________________________________________________

No. 3 ____________________________________________________________
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Table:

a) Pro-activeness (motivation, ability to take action)
b) Sociability (understanding of others, ability to build relationships)
c) Sense of trust (sense of responsibility, ability to achieve things)
d) Ability to learn from experience (awareness of issues, application of experience)
e) Self control (emotional stability, control)
f) Communication ability (ability to express oneself, persuasive power)
g) Other ability – please specify

c. How will you contribute to make your organization more efficient?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

d. How can you improve your organization’s effectiveness?
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

e. On the basis of your qualification and experience, which Departments can best
utilize your potential?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

f. What are your future career goals and how do you want to achieve them?

__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

g. Any other suggestion / comment.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

13. How useful this PCBP initiative was in enhancing your knowledge and other

skills outside of the class?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

14. How would you like to comment on your cross-cultural experience?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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15. How do you think the knowledge and experience of getting a degree from a
foreign country has helped you in understanding the phenomenon of
Globalization and how could you benefit from it in your work?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

16. Anything that you have learnt and would like to replicate to your work?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

17. Any other lesson(s) learnt that have not been captured in the above
questions?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Name: __________________________ Signature: ______________________

Date: ___________________________

Note:
The information contained in this Proforma will be treated as confidential and used for
evaluation and analysis. We may also add your comments in certain publications.
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ANNEX D : PRESENTATIONS OF SCHOLARS

Abdul Razzaq

Slide 1

MSc in Programme and Project Management
from

The University of Warwick, UK

By

Abdul Razaq

Slide 2
Personal Objective

“To learn the methods and techniques
of managing programmes and projects
successfully for achieving
organisational goals”

Objective achieved ?

YES
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Slide 3
IMPROVEMENT IN CAPACITY

Skill Development
• Team Work
• Planning
• Communication
• Time Management
• Negotiation

Knowledge
• Project Management Methodologies
• Planning and Scheduling Techniques

? Network Diagram
? Critical Path Method
? Resource Allocation

• Financial Management
• Change Management
• Human Resource Management
• Supply Chain Management
• Collaborations

Slide 4
Application of Acquired Skills and
Knowledge in Punjab Government

• Working in any capacity, every assignment can
be considered as a project that needs to be
completed within resource and time constraint.
The acquired skills and knowledge will enhance
efficiency level.

• However, a professionally developed
‘placement policy’ will augment the utilization
of the skills and knowledge of scholars.

Slide 5
COURSE STRUCTURE
6 Core Modules + 4 Elective Modules = 50%
Dissertation = 50%

• Core Modules

? Financial Analysis and Control Systems

? Organizations, People and Performance

? Project Planning, Management and Control

? Management of Change

? International Joint Ventures

? Managing Multi Project Environment

• Elective Modules

? Supply Chain Management

? Logistics and Operations Management

? Collaborative Product Development

? Procurement and Inventory Management

• Dissertation

? Project Risk Management using the PRINCE2 Methodology
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Slide 6

Three most useful Subjects

•Organizations, People and
Performance

•Management of Change

•Project Planning, Management
and Control

Slide 7

Recommendation

• The University of Warwick is recommended
? Very Good Faculty

? Big and Beautiful Campus

? Hi-tech Environment

? International Exposure

? Competitive Environment

? Very Good Library and its online services

• The PPM is recommended
? Variety of subjects

? Research Environment

? WMG

? Simulation Exercises

Slide 8

Dissertation
• Topic

Project Risk Management Using the PRINCE2 Methodology

• Objectives
• To determine how extensively PRINCE2 methodology is used in

managing projects.
• To understand how organisations perform risk management in the

projects.
• To assess what is the overall opinion of project management

practitioners regarding the PRINCE2 methodology with a specific
reference to its ‘management of risk’ component.

• Scope
• Understanding project management methodologies with specific

focus on PRINCE2
• Understanding and researching risk management component of

PRINCE2 methodology
• Data collection through online questionnaire from all around the

world
• Data analysis through statistical tools
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Slide 9

Future Career Goals

• To work more on project management methodologies

• Project management certification
 PRINCE2

 PMP

 MoR

• Working to deliver successful programmes and projects
in the Punjab Government

• Developing a suitable project management
methodology for public sector projects

• Studying the risk management component in the public
sector projects in Pakistan

Slide 10

PCBP

• A very Good Programme

• Needs to have a comprehensive TNA

• Needs to have a well thought placement policy

• Strong coordination with scholars

• Finding avenues and providing the opportunities
for the best utilization of trained human capital.

• Close liaison with MPDD

Slide 11

THANK YOU
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Tariq Mahmood

Slide 1
Personal Objective

“To seek knowledge related to Project Management
and to understand how new concepts of programme

and project management help to achieve the
objectives of an organisation”

Objective achieved ?

Fully Achieved

Slide 2
IMPROVEMENT IN CAPACITY

Skill Development
- Interview skill
- Negotiation skill
- Communication skill

Knowledge
- Planning and Scheduling of programmes and projects
- Management
- Change Management
- Financial Analysis and Control
- Supply Chain Management
-Service Design and Delivery
- Organisational Behaviour and Performance
- Human Resource Management
- Research Methods
- Lean Methodology

Slide 3
Application of Acquired Skills and Knowledge in

Punjab Government

• Can the acquired skills be implemented

YES

• How these can be implemented

– By Developing Project Based Environment

– By setting goals and facilitating in planning
and management to achieve those goals
within specific time & cost

– By appropriate and optimal use of human
resource
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Slide 4 COURSE STRUCTURE
Taught Programme

6 Core Modules + 4 Elective Modules = 50%
Dissertation = 50%

• Core Modules

– Financial Analysis and Control Systems

– Organizations, People and Performance

– Project Planning, Management and Control

– Management of Change

– International Joint Ventures

– Managing Multi Project Environment

• Elective Modules

– Supply Chain Management

– Logistics and Operations Management

– Collaborative Product Development

– Service Design and Delivery

• Dissertation
– Implementation of Lean in the NHS

Slide 5
Three most useful Subjects

• Management of Change

• Organizations, People and
Performance

• Service Design and Delivery

Slide 6
Future Recommendation

• The PPM degree and the University of Warwick is
recommended

– Vast and Beautiful Campus

– Hi-tech Environment

– Great International Exposure

– Competitive Environment

– Highly learned faculty

– Varied range of subjects

– Research oriented programme

– Learning by doing (simulation exercises)
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Slide 7 Topic of the dissertation:
Implementation of Lean in the NHS

• Objectives of the Research
• To look at the general perception about lean in the NHS.

• To judge, how various aspects of healthcare have been
affected by the implementation of lean?

• To determine how lean has affected certain aspects of
organizational behavior in the NHS?

• To recommend the future course of action for NHS.

• Scope of the Research
• Health sector of UK- NHS

Slide 8
FUTURE CAREER GOALS

• Would like to do some project management
certification

• Would like to do some research on
implementation of lean in health sector of
Punjab government

• Would like to do PhD in innovations in health
management

• Would like to serve on projects related to Health
Sector.

Slide 9
PUNJAB CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM

• SELECTION OF COURSES &
UNIVERSITIES.

• INVOLVEMENT WITH PCBP SCHOLARS
IN THE SELECTION OF MODULES.

• MID-TERM REVIEW OF THE COURSE.

• CONTINUATION OF CAPACITY
BUILDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PCBP
SCHOLARS.
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Slide 10

THANK YOU

Arif Mian Butt

Slide 1

Course TitleCourse Title

Msc. In Programme and ProjectMsc. In Programme and Project
ManagementManagement

Slide 2
Modules and ContentsModules and Contents

 Financial Analysis and Control SystemFinancial Analysis and Control System
–– Budgetary control system & techniquesBudgetary control system & techniques

–– Marginal costing analysisMarginal costing analysis

–– Investment appraisal & financial evaluationInvestment appraisal & financial evaluation

–– ProfitsProfits vsvs cashcash

 International Joint VenturesInternational Joint Ventures
–– Types of collaborationTypes of collaboration

–– Financial, cultural & political aspectsFinancial, cultural & political aspects

–– Administrative aspectsAdministrative aspects

–– Simulation exerciseSimulation exercise
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Slide 3
Modules and Contents(Modules and Contents( continuedcontinued))

 Organization, people and performanceOrganization, people and performance

–– HR strategy and practicesHR strategy and practices

–– External environment & organizationalExternal environment & organizational
structure and its implications for HR strategystructure and its implications for HR strategy

–– Understanding individual, motivation andUnderstanding individual, motivation and
psychological aspects, conflicts withinpsychological aspects, conflicts within
organization and managing diversityorganization and managing diversity

–– Selection, recruitment & training andSelection, recruitment & training and
development ; job specificationdevelopment ; job specification

Slide 4
Modules & Contents (continued)Modules & Contents (continued)

 Management of ChangeManagement of Change

–– Need of changeNeed of change

–– Management of changeManagement of change

–– Tools and techniquesTools and techniques

–– Individual responses and changeIndividual responses and change

–– Measures of changeMeasures of change

 Project planning, management and controlProject planning, management and control

–– Understanding project teamsUnderstanding project teams

Slide 5
Modules & Contents (Modules & Contents (contdcontd))

–– Project planning & managementProject planning & management

–– Project risk managementProject risk management
–– Cost planning & controlCost planning & control

 Managing multiManaging multi--projects environmentprojects environment
–– Programme risk managementProgramme risk management
–– Programme managementProgramme management
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Slide 6
Modules & Contents (Modules & Contents (contdcontd))

 Globalization and OutsourcingGlobalization and Outsourcing

–– Globalization, process of outsourcingGlobalization, process of outsourcing-- bidding,bidding,
response, negotiations, delivery, client’sresponse, negotiations, delivery, client’s

considerations, service provider’sconsiderations, service provider’s
considerations, costing and pricing, terms &considerations, costing and pricing, terms &

conditions, contract formation.conditions, contract formation.

–– Risks managementRisks management

Slide 7
Modules & Contents (Modules & Contents (contdcontd))

 Global Business EnvironmentGlobal Business Environment

–– Rise of globalization, businesses’ response toRise of globalization, businesses’ response to
globalization, costs, pricing, currencyglobalization, costs, pricing, currency

exchange ratesexchange rates

–– Role of global governance and internationalRole of global governance and international
institutions like WTOinstitutions like WTO

 Strategic MarketingStrategic Marketing

–– Survey, segmentation, targeting, promotionSurvey, segmentation, targeting, promotion

–– Product, pricing, placing and promotionProduct, pricing, placing and promotion

Slide 8
Objectives of DissertationObjectives of Dissertation

 To assess the level of elements of emotionalTo assess the level of elements of emotional
intelligence of project leaders in public sectorintelligence of project leaders in public sector
projectsprojects

 To assess the relationship between level ofTo assess the relationship between level of
elements of emotional intelligence and successelements of emotional intelligence and success

of project leaders of public sector projectsof project leaders of public sector projects

 To assess elements of emotional intelligenceTo assess elements of emotional intelligence

mostly contributing to success of project leadersmostly contributing to success of project leaders
in public sector projectsin public sector projects
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Slide 9 Objectives and Results of ForeignObjectives and Results of Foreign
TrainingTraining

 To equip himself with skills and techniquesTo equip himself with skills and techniques

and knowledge to cope successfully withand knowledge to cope successfully with
demands of changing mode ofdemands of changing mode of
administration which is increasinglyadministration which is increasingly
shifting to projectshifting to project--oriented mode oforiented mode of
administrationadministration

Substantial achievement of objectives bySubstantial achievement of objectives by
passing abovepassing above--mentioned nine modulesmentioned nine modules

Slide 10 Objectives & Results of TrainingObjectives & Results of Training
((contdcontd))

 Modules like ‘Globalization andModules like ‘Globalization and
outsourcing’, ‘Project planning,outsourcing’, ‘Project planning,
management and control’, ‘Organization,management and control’, ‘Organization,
people and performance’, and ‘Financialpeople and performance’, and ‘Financial
analysis and control system’ particularlyanalysis and control system’ particularly
beneficial for performance in public sectorbeneficial for performance in public sector

Slide 11
Recommendations for PRMPRecommendations for PRMP

 Local high standard universities like LUMSLocal high standard universities like LUMS
should also be considered for impartingshould also be considered for imparting
training to the officerstraining to the officers
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Azmat Amin

Slide 1

1

Azmat Amin

MSc Public Services Policy and Management

King’s College London

Slide 2

2

Objectives Of Higher Education

• To learn how developed countries manage
their public services

• Foster a critical awareness of issues in
implementing policy and management
reforms

• To develop critical understanding of the
issues involved in organization and
management of public services

• To compare public services delivery in
Punjab with new public management
techniques

Slide 3

3

Major Areas of Improvement of skills

• Designing Public Services Policy

• New Public Management

• Networking Governance

• Human Resource Management

• Change Management
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Slide 4

4

Implementation Of Acquired Skills In
Punjab Government

• Community organization and
participation

• Policy designing

• Implementation of New Management
Techniques

• Human Resource Management

• Change Management

Slide 5

5

Major Course Content

• Political Economy of the Public Services, Origin and
Context

• Management, Finance, Accounting and Audit in the
public services

• Politics, Governance and Regulation in public
service management

• Human Resource Management in public services

• Research Methods for public services

• Economics, Organization and Management of Public
Services

• Designing Public Policy

• Third Sector and Public Services

Slide 6

6

Three Subjects Most Beneficial For Public
Services

• Human Resources Management

• Management, Finance and Accounting

• Designing Public Policy.
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Slide 7

7

Recommendations For Future Training ?

 Relevant to Public Services and Public
Policy

 Give insight into Public Management

 Give knowledge of policy designing in
developed countries like UK, USA, France
etc.

Slide 8

8

Topic of Dissertation

“Paradox of Community Based and

Community Driven Development”

Scope

Role of community based organizations in
public service delivery

Objective

Analysis of considered objectives, expected
gains and challenges in implementations
of community based projects

Slide 9

9

Future Career Goals

 Use my expertise in the public
service delivery in Punjab

 Further study and conduct research

 How we can change public service
delivery culture in Punjab
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Slide 10

10

Punjab Capacity Building Program

• Excellent program for brilliant officers

• Window of opportunity

Recommendations:

• General guidelines about specific
research areas

Muhammad Asif Iqbal

Slide 1

Slide 2

ByBy

MuhammadMuhammad AsifAsif IqbalIqbal MalikMalik

Provincial Management Service (PMS)Provincial Management Service (PMS)

M.Sc. Public Services Policy and ManagementM.Sc. Public Services Policy and Management

King’s College, University of LondonKing’s College, University of London

DeDe--Briefing Session in Respect of Punjab CapacityBriefing Session in Respect of Punjab Capacity
Building Program 2008Building Program 2008--0909
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Slide 3
 Objectives of Higher EducationObjectives of Higher Education

 Exposure to international academic systemsExposure to international academic systems

 Understanding of contemporary public sectorUnderstanding of contemporary public sector
managementmanagement

 An insight of the nature of quality publicAn insight of the nature of quality public
service provisionservice provision

 Awareness to modern approaches of publicAwareness to modern approaches of public
services policy and Human Resourceservices policy and Human Resource
ManagementManagement

 Achievement of ObjectivesAchievement of Objectives
 Now I feel with the help of analytical tools and skillsNow I feel with the help of analytical tools and skills

gained during this course of study I can bring a newgained during this course of study I can bring a new

degree of competence, refinement and professionalismdegree of competence, refinement and professionalism
to my workto my work

Slide 4  Areas of capacity buildingAreas of capacity building

-- Understanding to evaluate public service policiesUnderstanding to evaluate public service policies

and management practicesand management practices

-- Practical understanding of the researchPractical understanding of the research
techniquestechniques

-- Analysis of public service organisation andAnalysis of public service organisation and
managementmanagement

-- Ability to identify, tackle, and solve problemsAbility to identify, tackle, and solve problems
relating to public service managementrelating to public service management

-- Human resource development (special focus onHuman resource development (special focus on
changes in the management of the public sectorchanges in the management of the public sector

workforce).workforce).

Slide 5
Implementation Of Skills In Punjab GovtImplementation Of Skills In Punjab Govt

 With the newly gained insight and understandingWith the newly gained insight and understanding
along with my previous experience as publicalong with my previous experience as public
servant, I would be able to take part in theservant, I would be able to take part in the
developmental process of the country in a moredevelopmental process of the country in a more
useful way. With the help of newly acquired toolsuseful way. With the help of newly acquired tools
and techniques now I would be able to help deviseand techniques now I would be able to help devise
developmental strategy and would be in a positiondevelopmental strategy and would be in a position
to contribute towards decision making in a muchto contribute towards decision making in a much
more informed and educated way. As I havemore informed and educated way. As I have
undergone training in international setting, now Iundergone training in international setting, now I
am able to understand change in broaderam able to understand change in broader
perspective and it would be possible for me toperspective and it would be possible for me to
manage and implement reforms in pattern ofmanage and implement reforms in pattern of
governance and ways of working in public life.governance and ways of working in public life.
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Slide 6 Major course content/Major course content/
component?component?

 Human Resource Management in Public Services.Human Resource Management in Public Services.

 Politics, Government and Regulation in Public Service ManagementPolitics, Government and Regulation in Public Service Management..

 Political Economy of the Public Services.Political Economy of the Public Services.

 Designing Public Policy.Designing Public Policy.

 Research Methods for the Public Services.Research Methods for the Public Services.

 Management, Finance, Accounting and Audit.Management, Finance, Accounting and Audit.

 Economics,Economics, OrganisationOrganisation and Management.and Management.

 The Third Sector and Public Services.The Third Sector and Public Services.

Slide 7
Subjects Which Were Most Beneficial ForSubjects Which Were Most Beneficial For

Public Sector In PunjabPublic Sector In Punjab

 Human Resource Management in PublicHuman Resource Management in Public
Services.Services.

 Politics, Government and Regulation inPolitics, Government and Regulation in
Public Service Management.Public Service Management.

 Political Economy of the Public ServicesPolitical Economy of the Public Services

Slide 8
Recommendation of Degree and UniversityRecommendation of Degree and University

 I strongly recommend King’s college as it is one of worldI strongly recommend King’s college as it is one of world
class institution which has an outstanding reputation forclass institution which has an outstanding reputation for
teaching and research. It has an added advantage of beingteaching and research. It has an added advantage of being
located in heart of London thus you can discover the worldlocated in heart of London thus you can discover the world
from the heart of London.from the heart of London.

MScMSc In Public Services Policy And ManagementIn Public Services Policy And Management

 The course is very much relevant as it offers an advancedThe course is very much relevant as it offers an advanced
interdisciplinary program covering management (i.e.interdisciplinary program covering management (i.e.
organization, funding, administration and delivery) of publicorganization, funding, administration and delivery) of public
services and polices of public service provision.services and polices of public service provision.

 It also covers traditional public sector as well asIt also covers traditional public sector as well as
voluntary/notvoluntary/not--forfor--profit sector (NGOs, Charities) and quasiprofit sector (NGOs, Charities) and quasi--
market provision.market provision.
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Slide 9
Topic Of Dissertation, Its Objectives And ScopeTopic Of Dissertation, Its Objectives And Scope

 Poverty alleviation is an issue of serious concern inPoverty alleviation is an issue of serious concern in
Pakistan as almost one third of the population is lyingPakistan as almost one third of the population is lying
below the poverty line. For decades, the approach adoptedbelow the poverty line. For decades, the approach adopted
to alleviate poverty was through economic growth andto alleviate poverty was through economic growth and
development and it was assumed that benefits thus gaineddevelopment and it was assumed that benefits thus gained
will trickle down to the poor. However this strategywill trickle down to the poor. However this strategy
resulted in uneven development and inequitableresulted in uneven development and inequitable
distribution of wealth, resources and benefits to differentdistribution of wealth, resources and benefits to different
sectors of society especially the poor.sectors of society especially the poor.

 This paper finds that that good governance is missingThis paper finds that that good governance is missing
link between antipoverty efforts and poverty alleviation. Aslink between antipoverty efforts and poverty alleviation. As
faulty governance has not only jeopardized all povertyfaulty governance has not only jeopardized all poverty
alleviation interventions, it has also affected public servicealleviation interventions, it has also affected public service
delivery and effective people’s participation in governmentdelivery and effective people’s participation in government
decision making that affects their lives.decision making that affects their lives.

AN ANALYSIS OF POVERTY ALLEVIATION IN
PAKISTAN THROUGH EMPOWERMENT

Slide 10
Future Career GoalsFuture Career Goals

 As Public sector, in Pakistan, lacks capacity toAs Public sector, in Pakistan, lacks capacity to
cater for variety of assignments available aftercater for variety of assignments available after
change of focus of the government towards thechange of focus of the government towards the
development of social sector. After undergone thisdevelopment of social sector. After undergone this
training I am in a better position to man thesetraining I am in a better position to man these
posts.posts.

 Further my Degree in Public policy will help me aFurther my Degree in Public policy will help me a
lot in my future multifarious assignments atlot in my future multifarious assignments at TehsilTehsil,,
District and Provincial level as new techniques andDistrict and Provincial level as new techniques and
concepts learned during this degree program hasconcepts learned during this degree program has
enhanced and polished my professional capacity,enhanced and polished my professional capacity,
thus giving me a cutting edge among the availablethus giving me a cutting edge among the available
corps of officers.corps of officers.

Slide 11 Rating the Punjab Capacity BuildingRating the Punjab Capacity Building
Program (PCBP) and recommendationsProgram (PCBP) and recommendations

 As a comprehensive and focused capacityAs a comprehensive and focused capacity
building exercise with in the government is abuilding exercise with in the government is a
must to meet the existing skill requirement butmust to meet the existing skill requirement but
also to meet the future skill requirements I ratealso to meet the future skill requirements I rate
Punjab Capacity Building Program (PCBP) asPunjab Capacity Building Program (PCBP) as
highly successful program and stronglyhighly successful program and strongly
recommend that it should be a permanentrecommend that it should be a permanent
feature of Government of Punjab policy.feature of Government of Punjab policy.

 A more rigorous exercise for training needA more rigorous exercise for training need

assessment should be conducted for theassessment should be conducted for the
selection of courses offered to prospectingselection of courses offered to prospecting
trainee officers.trainee officers.
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Slide 12

Muhammad Asif Aslam

Slide 1
Presentation on

‘DEBREIFING SESSION IN RESPECT OF PUNJAB
CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM 2008-09’

For

Punjab Resource Management Program
By

M. Asif Aslam
October 29, 2009.

Slide 2
Objective of Higher Education

oTo know about Water Resources Management principles.

oTo help Government/Department in sustainable development with
optimized use of water.

oTo implement knowledge of developed countries in Pakistan.

oTo enable myself as a professional in Water Resources Management.
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Slide 3
Improvement in Knowledge and Skills

Despite of a vast irrigated area of agricultural land, Pakistan has only 3 major
reservoirs, 19 barrages, 12 link canals and 45 independent canal commands. In
future rapid Urbanization, increase in population and Industrialization are
imposing growing demands and pressure on water. No doubt this pressure will
increase imbalance between demand and supply and ultimately will lead towards
inter-provincial tension, environmental degradation such as water logging in some
area and decline in ground water table in other areas and finally the intrusion of
saline water into fresh groundwater aquifers.
This increased demand and less availability generates need to conserve water,
develop water resources to the optimum and use of best available irrigation
techniques. Msc. Water Resources Technology and Management from University
of Birmingham trained me in such a way that today I have clear vision about Water
Resources Management and Planning issues. I have a knowledge and information
from developed world that how to deal with such problems. This knowledge is
theoretical as well as I have practically experienced its implementation in Water
Management sector in United Kingdom.
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Course Contents of Msc. Water Resources
oSurface water Resources I and II
It was the study of surface water mainly from rivers, lakes and fresh water wetlands. It
includes hydrology, flow in pipes and open channels. The course content was covered
aspects from introduction to designing of different water related components.
oGround Water Resources
It was the study of confined and unconfined aquifers.
oProcess Modelling
It was the study of analysis and designing software's related to water industry. ISIS, Epanet,
Ground water Models, Excel with macros were taught in this module.
oWater Quality Management
It was the study of water quality. It covered water and sewage treatment plant design
principles.
oWater and Environmental Management
It was critical debate on different environmental issues related to water along with European
legislation. It included river quality issues, climate change and water framework directive.
oManagement and Research
This module was a group work. A real task from different industries and consultants were
assigned to different groups. They have to complete the task in collaboration with the
sponsors.
oIndustrial Research Project
This was an individual project assigned to everyone. It was the last module of 3 month
period and having 60 credit marks. It was exactly 1/3 of the total marks.
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Three most beneficial subjects

oSurface water Resources I and II
In Pakistan about 88% of available water is used in agriculture. The major exploitable
surface water resources are: River flows and rainfalls.
River Flows: Pakistan has three major river basins namely Indus Basin (135 to 145
MAF), Mekran Coastal Basin (3 MAF) and kharan closed desert basin (0.8 MAF). 105
MAF of Indus system is already being used through a system of storages and
distribution network. Average Annual water releases downstream Kotri is about 35 to
38 MAF. IF 10 MAF is need below Kotri to meet the requirement of local peoples,
ecological needs and biodiversity of the coastal area the remaining water available is
20 to 25 MAF. This water can be saved through water resources management to fulfil
the future needs of Pakistan.
Rainfalls: Monsoon and Westerly currents that mainly contribute towards rainfall over
Pakistan. Hill torrents rainfall is a cause of short duration floods in areas that can be
attenuate and stored at sites for irrigation purpose.
All planning and designing issues with legislation were taught in this module and I
found it very beneficial.

oGround Water Resources
This source of water is very beneficial and now playing a increasingly important role
in meeting the country’s food and fibre requirements. This enhances the farmer moral
as it permits greater control and timely application to crops. The results are increased
crop yield but proper planning, legislation and monitoring is required for long-term
sustainability of this hidden source.
The groundwater resources module covered study of different type of aquifers and
different analysis techniques.
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Three most beneficial subjects

oWater and Environmental Management
This module was an understanding of water related issues. For UK river water quality
and short duration intense rainfall are the major issues. Sustainable development
techniques are used to develop new cities and towns. Short term intense flooding
events are controlled through Sustainable Urban drainage system to attenuate the
flow in Urban areas. Climate change factors are introduced in designing principals.
They are now planning, designing and upgrading all their system keeping in view
climate change factor by 2080. They developed emission scenarios to estimate these
changes for different climatic parameters for example temperature, precipitation, sea
level rise and tidal surges.
This module covered all aspects relating to water environmental issues and
legislation. At the end of each topic or issue there was a critical debate in groups to
evaluate the positives and negatives of the issue and discussion on existing or
ongoing legislation. In short this modules was in-depth picture of many issues and
invitation towards critical thinking.

oMy Suggestion
All the three subjects explained and other subjects are highly beneficial for capacity
building of an individual, so that’s why I suggest that officers from Irrigation and
Power Department and other water sector departments should be trained through
Master in Water Resources Technology and Management from University of
Birmingham, UK.
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My Dissertation

Problem
The UK railway is prone to climatic change. There is a need to quantify the
trigger rainfall which disturbs UK railway operation.
Aim or Scope
To find out the effect of climate change on flooding of United Kingdom
railway system by establishing a relationship between delayed minutes and
rainfall levels.
Objectives
oTo review the existing setup of UK railways.
oTo establish a relation among climate change, flooding and railway
Infrastructure.
oFind out the trigger rainfall level for UK railways.
oAnalysis of regional delayed minute trends.
oAnalysis of yearly and seasonal delayed minute trends .
oFuture predictions using UKCIP09.
oTo conclude findings of the research.
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My Goals

o To help current irrigation system with latest knowledge so that it can meet
our future requirements.

o To improve water resources management in order to reduce wastage of
water to a minimum level.

o To incorporate study of climate change in analysis and designing of
irrigation system.

o To encourage my colleagues for research based studies.

o To serve government by capacity building of officials.
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PCBP in my view

oVery good opportunity for Punjab Government officers.

oScholarships are awarded on merit.

oNeed to improve the provision of finances in time as scholars suffered a lot

because of delay in stipend.

oPayment of University fee should be in time as sponsor’s and country

prestige suffers.

o Terms and conditions of contract with scholar should not be reviewed and
altered midway between the contract period.

oStipend should be increased up to 1500 US dollar per month.
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Thank YouThank You

QuestionsQuestions
WelcomeWelcome

Zeeshan Ali Hashmi
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INTRODUCTION

AIM
To share my learning experiences after completion of my post graduation degree
course from U.K, for which I was nominated by the Government of Punjab under
Punjab Capacity Building Program (PCBP).

SEQUENCE OF THE PRESENTATION
 Personal Profile

 Objectives of Higher Education
 Major Areas of Capacity Building
 Implementation of Acquired Skills
 Major Course Contents
 Specific Subjects which can be beneficial for Public Sector in Punjab
 My Recommendation about my course and University
 My Dissertation
 My Future Career Goals
 My views about Punjab Capacity Building Program (PCBP)
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PERSONAL PROFILE

Name : Zeeshan Ali

Job Description : Asstt. Executive Engineer (Technical Services)
Irrigation and Power Department

Basic Qualification : B.Sc (Civil Engineering), NUST
Graduated in year 2000 with 1st Position

Opportunity Availed : Completed M.Sc (Water Resources) Degree
University of Birmingham (U.O.B) U.K

Achievement : Scored 1st Position in M.Sc course
Degree with Distinction (75 % Marks)

Opportunity Available : Awarded Ph.D Scholarship by the U.O.B
(Complete tuition fee - about 40,000 ?)
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HIGHER EDUCATION

OBJECTIVES
 To strengthen my capabilities through education in the field of water resources.

 To be able to become a useful human resource for the Government I serve.

 To be able to use my knowledge in the fields of problem solving, planning,
practical design, policy development and research while assisting the

planning and the regulating Government bodies.

ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
 Initial phase of my objective, whereby I had to gain advance education has been

partially achieved on completion of M.Sc degree, still I look forward for
further education i.e, a Doctorate (P.hD) degree.

 The second phase whereby my knowledge shall be utilized effectively is at the
discretion of the Government, which has the right to assign me duties in
future by virtue of posting at any particular project.
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MAJOR AREAS OF CAPACITY BUILDING

The M.Sc (Water Resources) degree course has polished my skills in areas which
are not limited to :
Design of Hydraulic Structures

Hydraulic Modelling

Detailed knowledge of global environmental issues (Climatic change, water
pollution, waste water treatment)

Awareness to adopt research based approach

Learning means for effective execution of group based projects

Improvement in report writing skills

Slide 6 IMPLEMENTATION OF AQUIRED SKILLS IN THE
DEPARTMENT I SERVE

The performance of Irrigation and Power Department is being jeopardized due to
multifarious problems faced by the department, like :

 Shortage of irrigation water in the canals and rivers

 Contamination of canal water

Climatic change and its impact on agreements like ‘Indus Basin Water Treaty’

Uncontrolled discharge of hazardous effluent in the drainage system

 Deferred maintenance of hydraulic structures

 Lack of expertise for design of small dams/ reservoirs

 Ground water depletion/ recharge issues

The knowledge gained by me during my M.Sc degree course can be effectively
utilized in the Irrigation and Power Department as this knowledge is closely linked
to the problem areas of the department.
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M.SC (WATER RESOURCES) COURSE CONTENTS

The course contents of M.Sc (Water Resources) degree at University of
Birmingham are:

SURFACE WATER RESORCES
Hydrology, Hydraulics, Data Collection and Analysis, Flood Estimation, Flood
Control and Flood Routing

UNDERGROUND WATER RESOURCES
Groundwater theory, Aquifer resource assessment, Pumping test analysis

WATER AND ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
Global Water Policy, Environment Legislation, Climatic Change, Diffuse Pollution

PROCESS MODELLING IN WATER INDUSTRY
Modelling of Rainfall runoff, Modelling of Water Distribution system, Modelling
of Water Quality and River Hydraulic
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COURSE CONTENTS

MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH
Economics and Group Management Research Project

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Detailed design of portable and waste water treatment works

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
Independent research on chosen research topic

( . . . continued)
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COURSE CONTENTS BENIFICIAL FOR PUBLIC SECTOR

Although, most of the subjects have relevance and potential for implementation for
Public Sector improvement in Punjab but the three most relevant subjects are

SURFACE WATER RESORCES
 Subject contents related to ‘hydraulic modelling’ and ‘flood modelling’ can be

implemented during design and construction of mega irrigation
rehabilitation and fluvial flood mitigation projects in Punjab.

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT
The knowledge for design of portable water and waste water treatment works can

be used for Public sector projects aimed to provide good quality water to
the public, decrease in water pollution and safe guard of the ecological

system.

UNDER GROUND WATER RESOURCES
 Subject contents related to management and recharge of ground water can be

effectively used to address problem of depleting under ground water
resource due to excessive abstraction of drinking and irrigation water in
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RECOMMENDATION ABOUT THE COURSE

 I strongly recommend study at University of Birmingham because they offer a
well-established Masters Programme in Water Resources that integrates
scientific, engineering and management aspects of water quality and

quantity in a single course.

 Furthermore, University of Birmingham U.K is internationally recognized as
among the world’s best universities, building on its current excellence in
research and learning across a wide range of disciplines.

 The recent review (2009) of research quality in UK reported that 65% of civil
engineering research at the University of Birmingham is world leading or
internationally excellent in terms of originality and significance.
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M.Sc DISSERTATION

TOPIC
To conduct a laboratory study to measure the structure of the turbulent flow over
idealized gravel bed in an open channel by using the latest optical technique of
particle image velocimetry (PIV).

OBJECTIVES

 To review major research findings related to turbulent flow in open channels.

 Detailed analysis of PIV technique and to acquire its operational awareness.

 To conduct laboratory experiments using the hydraulic flume and PIV system.

 To conclude findings by comparing the results with the earlier researches.

SCOPE

 It was a research based on a series of laboratory experiments.

 This research on turbulent flow represented the same conditions as can be
encountered in the rivers and canals in Pakistan or else where in the

world. So dissertation findings can be implemented globally.
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MY CARRIER GOALS

 To pursue higher education i.e. a Doctorate degree (Ph.D), as early as possible.

 In near future, I aim to work at middle management level in any Water Resource
Planning or Monitoring Unit of Punjab Government.

 At a later stage of my carrier, ten to fifteen years in future, I aim to work at
top management level for mastermind research, planning and designing of

sustainable irrigation and drainage system in Pakistan.

MEANS TO ACHIEVE GAOLS
In order to achieve my first goal, i.e. Ph.D, for which I already have sponsor to

cover complete tuition fee, I request this august gathering to
sympathetically consider my case for grant of stipend covering living
allowance only.

To apply for suitable market based water resources project management and
planning vacancies in the Punjab Government.

To write research articles highlighting water resource issues in Pakistan in
worldwide renowned journals.
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RECOMMENDATION ABOUT PCBP

The Punjab Capacity Building Program supervised by PRMP is an excellent
program for the human resource management of Punjab Government. Merit

in the selection policy, in my opinion, is the corner stone of the success
of this program.

It is suggested that there is a need to penetrate deep into various departments of
Punjab Government in order to coordinate and council the officers about

the importance of capacity building and to encourage them to avail this
program.

 PRMP should maintain talent pool of Punjab Government officers and make
recommendation to the Government for their placement at challenging

places after careful career planning of each officer nominated under PCBP.
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THANKYOU

QUESTIONS ?
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HIGHER EDUCATION

WHY I OPTED FOR HIGHER EDUATION?

During my service as a Civil Engineer, I had opportunity to work on the mega
Projects of Infrastructure development in Pakistan like Islamabad Peshawar
Motorway Project (M-1), Rehabilitation of Lower Chenab Canal & Upper Chenab
Canal Projects and Construction of Small Dams.

After eight years of experience, I felt to have reached ceiling of my capabilities as
a graduate civil engineering. Therefore, it was much needed to enhance my
capacity as an engineer by acquiring modern higher education.

Furthermore, knowing that agriculture is central to Pakistan’s economy and the
irrigation water is the lifeblood of our agriculture, the accusation of advance
engineering skills for the management of existing irrigation water was felt to be the
need of the day.

Hence, I opted for higher education i.e M.Sc in Water Resources Management and
Technology.

Slide 16
RESEARCH

( . . . continued)

Flume laout Test Section ‘rtcam’ and ‘nanoLase’
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Tahir Raza
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Syed Tahir Raza

M.A Development Studies

Specialization

Local and Regional Development

2008-09

Institute of Social Studies (ISS)

Erasmus University

Rotterdam

The Netherlands
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Objectives of Higher Education

Being part of a public sector organization, I endeavour to improve my skills and
capacity. I was looking up to an opportunity which would help me improve my
capabilities which came about though PCBP.
For a better understanding of current trends in development practice around the
world, this opportunity has enabled me to understand modern trends in development
and also learn from diverse international experience.
•Globalization, increasing competition and decentralization create both challenges
and opportunities for private enterprise, the public sector and community
organizations.
•Local Development Strategies focus on pro-active policies, strategic analysis and
negotiation to manage complex joint, collective and public action coordination.
•Looking at conflict and possible convergence of various actors in society.
•Analyse processes of local and regional change within the context of globalization,
decentralization and the search for competitiveness.
•LGs, PS, NGOs & CBOs as key actors in local development.
•Focus on Local Economic Development Promotion, Urban Poverty Alleviation and
Municipal Governance and Management to learn more about identifying, designing
and managing specific local development strategies.
•Identify, analyse key economic, socio-political and territorial Processes Opportunities
and constraints for employment and income generation, shaped and how public and
collective action can be enabled at the local level.
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Improvement in Knowledge Base and Skills

oGlobalization

oLocal Economic Development (LED)

oDevelopment Planning and Management

oMunicipal Management

oLocal Government Project Planning

oProject Management

oI.T Applications

oResearch in Development

oMethods in Research

oWork in Global Context

oActors in Development
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Application of Acquired Skills

In my Specialization of Local and Regional Development (LRD), I have studied
about LED, Actors in development, development strategies. In the core
courses, focus has been on Municipal Governance and project planning for
local development.

The emphasis in development study has remained on participation, community
based action, local governance and poverty alleviation strategies using
collective action models.

Rural or Urban development focused programmes and institutions could be
the areas where I can contribute through my experiences.

Slide 5
Major Courses

oPromotion of Local Economic Development

oMunicipal Governance And Management

oProject Planning And Management For Local
Development

oDevelopment Theories And Strategies

oMethods Of Social Development Research

oWork And Local Development In The Global Context

oActors In Local Development

oI.T Skills

oAcademic Skills
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Three Most Beneficial Subjects

oLocal Economic Development (L.E.D)

Beyond conventional sources of LED

Increasing territorial competitive advantage through additional sources like

innovation, business associations, networking, enabling states and new institutions

Local industrialization, agro processing and endogenous development fit for

LDCs

CBED-Urban Livelihoods, Urban LED, Housing up gradation, land titles, physical &

commercial redevelopment and localization of LG expenditure and services

CBED-Rural Livelihoods, characteristics, policy options to reduce vulnerability,

support diversification both on and off farm

Locality Development-Role of LGs in LED, Role of cities and MGs in LED, locality

development instruments of marketing, fiscal incentives, real estate development

and land policies

Value Chains & Cluster development
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oMunicipal Governance And Management

Challenges posed by Globalization, urbanization, democratization &

decentralization

Governance issues in demand and supply of basic urban services

Issues related to access of services, quality, capacity and ability of

community to co finance

PPP

Regulation of services provided by partner organization

Contracts – design and administration

Role of leadership in MM

Strategic planning for MM (SWOT), mission, vision, goal and objectives

Municipal performance measurement

Financial Resource Mobilization- revenue generation, improved revenue

collection and new ways of financing municipal services 9 Bonds, Loans, BOT &

Better management of municipal revenues

Slide 8
oProject Planning And Management For Local Development

Projects and project cycles and sub cycles

SWAps-an alternate to project approach

Project identification- Bottom up and Top Down

Log Frame Approach-LFA

Project evaluation

Gender issues in development planning

Gender mainstreaming

Project feasibility analysis

Project selection for local development

Project implementation management – PIM

Work breakdown structures
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Recommending ISS and the degree programme

Institute of Social Studies (ISS), The Netherlands is leading education and
development research institution of Europe. It has recently been made part of
Erasmus University, Rotterdam.

M.A Development Studies is meant for development practitioners both in the
NGO and public sector organization. The core courses provide in depth analysis
and guiding strategies to mid career professionals in order to familiarise them
with modern development discourse.

In my view, the courses offered here are better suited for professionals from
P&D department as well as for officers from secretariat service. There are
more than 12 specializations offered by the university in the M.A programme.
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Research Paper-Objectives & Scope

“Sustainable Livelihoods In Barani Areas Of Punjab- SLBAP”

To explore the relationship between LGs and the SL approach of the project. The
project is a community based initiative of the ADB, with the objective set out as
“Poverty reduction in the rain fed areas of the Punjab through improved
livelihoods opportunities and governance”.

The total outlay of the project is $ 58.6 (m) out of which $ 41 (m) is the share of
ADB and $ 8(m) & $ 9(m) is contribution by Government and the beneficiaries,
respectively. The project has five (5) components, of which UCDC is the subject of
this research.

oMid Term Evaluation

oExploring the gaps in Institutional arrangements

oDe Politicization of development

oEffectively created spaces for participation and enablement

oBottom-Up approach. Is it really working

Slide 11
Future Career Goals

I am looking forward to work in the departments of P&D and Finance
and perhaps find opportunities for assignments where I can contribute
with the knowledge gained. I would prefer to be part of policy making
for development for the reason that I find myself better aware of
devising development strategies which are more practical and in line
with requirements at the local level, as per the contemporary
development discourse demanding a multi actor, multi sector and
multi level approach for LED

Slide 12
PCBP

PMU has provided good support in the post award period. By and large the
programme has been successful in managing all the affairs i.e. Arranging travel
to and from the destinations, transfer of fees, passing on time to time
instructions and providing stipends to scholars.

I would suggest that PCBP should do objective study of the programmes while
selecting the partner institutions .

PCBP should make an assessment of the expertise acquired by returning
graduates and based on the assessment , should recommend future placement
of the officers.

Ghulam Saghir Shahid
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Objectives of Study

To build up my capacities by acquiring fresh knowledge, skills and
techniques
To learn theories and concepts in the field of development studies and to
use them in development planning and practice
To have a practical exposure to the land and people in Europe to see as to
how the development has occurred in the developed countries and how to
develop our own land and people

• To What Extent fulfilled?
Achieved in- depth knowledge of theories and concepts in development
studies
Got the practical exposure- visited main lands in Europe
Learned about the problems and prospects pertaining to development of
different countries through lectures and discussions with classmates from
58 countries
Got the exposure to the International Organizations i.e. WHO, UNRISD &
ILO etc

Slide 2
The Areas Where I got the Most

 In terms of Knowledge:-
• Got a versatile knowledge about Social Structure and

Change; State , Government and Society; Economics,
Development Theories and Strategies, Poverty; Social
Development & Social Policy Analysis

 In terms of Skills and techniques:-
• Improvement in Academic Skills
• Learned Research Techniques including:-
a) Techniques for Understanding Quantitative Secondary

Data
b) Group Data Collection and Analysis Techniques
• Enhanced my IT and literacy Skills

Slide 3 How to Apply the Acquired
knowledge/Skills?

• Theories serve as the bases for plans and
policies, so the acquired theoretical knowledge
can be applied in policy formulation process.

• Knowledge/Skills can be used in the evaluation
of development policy, plans and projects

• The Quantitative Skills in combination with IT
Skills can be used in Formulating the Reports
and Policy Documents.

• The research techniques can help in conducting
an independent research at the government
level
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Major Course Contents

M.A in Development Studies, Institute of Social Studies (ISS),
Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
Specialization: Population, Poverty and Social Development
The major courses studied include:-

 Development Theories and Strategies
 Poverty, Inequality and Social development
 Poverty: Concepts and Interventions
 Social Policy Analysis: The Politics and economics of Inclusion
 Evaluation of Development Policy, Programs and Projects
 Urban Poverty Alleviation
 Research Technique Courses

Slide 5 Three Subjects Most Beneficial for
Public Sector

• Development Theories and Strategies

• Social Policy Analysis: The Politics and
Economics of Inclusion

• Evaluation of development Policy ,
Programmes and Projects

Slide 6 Recommendations Regarding FT
of Officers at ISS

• Highly Recommended because of:-

Variety of Specializations in Development Studies

Best academics—5 days classes in a week; Individual
and Group assignments; Seminars; Sports and Cultural
events etc

Class comprises 180 students from all over the globe,
hence lot of group learning

Best student-teacher ratio —50 teachers for 180 student

Good residential facilities for all the students on
subsidized rates

Unique experience of living below the sea level in
Netherlands
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Research

Working Title:-

Do Male Attitudes Obstruct Female Participation?-The
Case of Education and Labour Force Participation in
District Lahore, Pakistan

Research Objectives:

• To explore as to how the attitudes of men influence the
educational prospects of girls as well as female labour
force participation and to what extent the attitudes of
men interfere with the family incomes.

• To give policy recommendations to the Government of
the Punjab, which may help the government in
formulating a gender sensitive development policy

Slide 8
Future Career Goals

• To serve the Punjab Government as a Planner,
Policy Maker &Implementer

• To raise efficiency and effectiveness in Public
Sector and to Contribute towards good
governance objectives of the Government

• To work on specific assignments related to
population, poverty & social development

• To work as consultant with UNDP, ADP etc

Slide 9 PCBP—Rating &
Recommendations

• High rating in terms of selection of scholars, and timely
management of all issues relating to visa, travels,
payment of stipend to scholars and tuition fees to the
universities

• Deep liaison with the scholars and timely
communication/guidelines to them on all the issues

• However PRMP may

Include 2 year degree programs on pattern of Federal
Government

Devise career planning of the scholars in accordance
with their qualifications, as their knowledge/skills are
rarely utilized by Government
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THANK YOU

Dr. Khurram Shahzad

Slide 1

DEDE--BREIFING SESSIONBREIFING SESSION

PUNJAB CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMPUNJAB CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM
20082008--0909

Slide 2
IntroductionIntroduction

 Dr. Khurram ShahzadDr. Khurram Shahzad

 LSELSE (Department of Social Policy ranked 2(Department of Social Policy ranked 2ndnd after Harvard)after Harvard)

 MScMSc in Health, Population and Societyin Health, Population and Society
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Objectives of Higher EducationObjectives of Higher Education

 Better understanding and increased knowledge,Better understanding and increased knowledge,
skills and abilities alongwithskills and abilities alongwith

 Personal groomingPersonal grooming

 Country perspectiveCountry perspective

I did achieve a lotI did achieve a lot

Slide 4
Areas of ImprovementAreas of Improvement

 Health andHealth and

 DemographyDemography

Slide 5 Implementation of Acquired Skills inImplementation of Acquired Skills in
Punjab GovernmentPunjab Government

 Health Policies for Punjab related to majorHealth Policies for Punjab related to major
issues like maternal and child health.issues like maternal and child health.

 Financing health care. Should PunjabFinancing health care. Should Punjab
Government confine itself to financing andGovernment confine itself to financing and
regulation of health care and hand over serviceregulation of health care and hand over service
delivery to private sector?delivery to private sector?

 Establishment of public sector cancer hospitalEstablishment of public sector cancer hospital
like SKMH.like SKMH.

 Policies related to ageing population.Policies related to ageing population.
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Course ContentsCourse Contents

 The main areas covered in this course areThe main areas covered in this course are
implications of ageing population, healthimplications of ageing population, health
transition in developing societies, causes andtransition in developing societies, causes and
consequences of population change inconsequences of population change in
developed and developing societies, foundationsdeveloped and developing societies, foundations
of health policy, health systems and policies inof health policy, health systems and policies in
developing and developed societies, HIV/AIDSdeveloping and developed societies, HIV/AIDS
epidemics in developing world.epidemics in developing world.

Slide 7
Subjects Beneficial for Public Sector in PunjabSubjects Beneficial for Public Sector in Punjab

 Foundations of health policy.Foundations of health policy.

 Health systems and policies in developingHealth systems and policies in developing
countries.countries.

 Financing health care.Financing health care.

 Pharmaceutical economicsPharmaceutical economics

 HIV/AIDS and other emerging health threats.HIV/AIDS and other emerging health threats.

Slide 8
Recommendation for Future TrainingRecommendation for Future Training

 Highly recommend for future training becauseHighly recommend for future training because
 This course provides a thorough understanding of healthThis course provides a thorough understanding of health

related issues in developing and developed countries.related issues in developing and developed countries.

 Helps in devising policies for different health relatedHelps in devising policies for different health related

issues.issues.

 Provides a complete understanding of transition of healthProvides a complete understanding of transition of health
and population in developing and developedand population in developing and developed countriescountries..
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DissertationDissertation

 TopicTopic
Pakistan’s Health Sector Reforms on Maternal Health during 2000Pakistan’s Health Sector Reforms on Maternal Health during 2000--20072007
-- A Comparative Study of Punjab and Sindh With a View toA Comparative Study of Punjab and Sindh With a View to
Achieving MDGAchieving MDG--5 Targets: Lessons and Future Implications5 Targets: Lessons and Future Implications

 ObjectivesObjectives
This paper attempts to assess the progress of different reformsThis paper attempts to assess the progress of different reforms taken intaken in
connection with maternal health comparing two largest provincesconnection with maternal health comparing two largest provinces ofof
Pakistan during 2000 to 2007 with the basic aim to see the pacePakistan during 2000 to 2007 with the basic aim to see the pace ofof
progress visprogress vis--àà--vis achieving MDGvis achieving MDG--5.5.

 ScopeScope

Future implicationsFuture implications

Slide 10
Future Career GoalsFuture Career Goals

 I would love to serve in health sector of PunjabI would love to serve in health sector of Punjab
and try to improve it by using the acquiredand try to improve it by using the acquired
KSAsKSAs..

Slide 11
Punjab Capacity Building Program (PCBP)Punjab Capacity Building Program (PCBP)

 RatingRating
 Very GoodVery Good

 RecommendationsRecommendations
 Inclusion of Universities like Oxford and CambridgeInclusion of Universities like Oxford and Cambridge

 Inclusion of more important courses likeInclusion of more important courses like
International Health PolicyInternational Health Policy
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ThanksThanks

Muhammad Tanvir Majid
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Objectives of Higher Education

• Exposure of the British institutions

• Understanding of latest modalities

• Interaction with foreign students

• Sharing experiences with the world class faculty
members

• Sharing knowledge with colleagues and staff

• Individual career progression

• Institutional capacity building

• Achieved all objectives

Slide 2 Areas of major improvement in
capacity

• Multi – disciplinary knowledge base

• Learned core competencies of HRM

• Improved skills in conflict resolution

• Enhanced understanding of counseling&
guidance, coaching &mentoring

• Improved understanding of issues related to
development
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Slide 3 Can the acquired skills be
implemented in Punjab Govt./how?

• At macro level HR practices need to reformed in
the light of best HR practices

• Commitment of the top leadership is
indispensible

• At micro level suggestions for the
implementation of standard HR practices will be
shared with the H.O.D

• At personal level, self presentation as a role
model i.e. coaching and mentoring the staff

Slide 4
Major course contents

• Concepts and contexts of HRM

• Human Resource Practice -1

• Human Resource Practice - 2

• Organization Development

• Organization Behaviour

• Development issues and the world of action

• Transformation in the World Economy

• Characteristics and skills of development
practice

Slide 5 Three subjects beneficial for
public sector in Punjab

• Human Resource Practice – 1,2

• Organization Development

• Organization Behaviour
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Slide 6 Strongly recommend IDPM the
for future training officers

• Manchester – Multicultural city

• IDPM – one of the best in the world in
Development Studies

• Excellent facilities and world class faculty

• Field work in European countries

• Market value of the degree

• Students from every part of the world

Slide 7
Topic of Dissertation: Impact of

Emotional Intelligence on Organizational
Excellence

• Objectives and scope of the study

• Developed interest in the subject in 1995

• Whether EI matters - How is it linked to OE

• Has OE implications in the public sector

• It was revealed that EI makes a difference

• EI skills enhance performance

• EI capabilities can be learned/improved

Slide 8
Future Career Goals

• Commitment to continual improvement at every
position

• To apply advanced HR skills in every capacity

• Constant engagement and team work – secret of
success

• Organizational career prospects – not
encouraging

• Foreign qualification has improved personal
career prospects
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Slide 9
Role of PCBP

• Building capacities of officers – first part of
PCBP role (doing exceptionally well)

• Should assume second role –
placement/promotion and career progression of
incoming officers

• Performance evaluation of officers

• Short courses for the officers (in order to update
knowledge)

• Should remain constantly engaged with the
officers

Shahinshah Faisal Azeem

Slide 1

DE-BREIFING SESSION ON
PUNJAB CAPACITY BUILDING

PROGRAM 2008-09

Presented By:

Shahinshah Faisal Azim

Deputy Secretary (Estb.)

Health Department

Slide 2
Introduction

Subject:

MSc in Development Economics and
Policy, University of Manchester, UK
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Slide 3
OBJECTIVES

To build up my capacities by acquiring fresh knowledge, skills

and techniques

To learn theories and concepts in the field of Development

Economics & Policy and to use them in planning and practice.

To have a practical exposure to the culture and civilization in

Europe as to how the developed countries could actually

develop

To What Extent fulfilled?

Achieved in- depth knowledge of theories and concepts in

Development Economics & Policy

Got the practical exposure about land, people and government

systems in the developed countries

Learned about the problems and prospects pertaining to

development of developing countries in various continents

Slide 4
AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

 Socio Economic Development

 Improvement in Public Sector Policy
making to attain Socio Economic
Development

Slide 5
Implementation of Acquired Skills in

Punjab Government

 In my Specialization of Development Economics &
Policy, I have studied about means to achieve
Economic Development and how it can lead towards
Social and Human Development.

 Economic Development without meaningful change
in the real life indicators of development is
meaningless. The Government of the Punjab should
apply the modern techniques and tools in vogue in
the developed countries e.g. participation of all
stakeholders and measures to enhance
industrialization, apart from taking various
development initiatives as learnt from local and
international applied research.
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Slide 6
Course Contents

 Poverty, Inequality and Government Policy

 Micro Finance

 Role of Industrial Development in Economic
Development

 Role of Public Sector in Economic
Development

 Evaluation of Development Policy, Programs
and Projects

 Research Technique Courses

 Asian ‘Tigers’ and ‘Drivers’ as role models for
Economic Development

Slide 7
Recommendation for Future Training

 Development Economics and Policy as a subject is

very relevant to the Public Sector. The School of

Environment & Development and IDPM in the

University of Manchester collaborate with the world

renowned academicians to make up the core and

elective modules in the subject

 Comprehensive field research facilities are available.

Slide 8
DISSERTATION

 Topic

Role of the state in Industrial Competitiveness

and Asian ‘Tigers’. Can Pakistan emulate their

success story.

 Objectives

To learn as to how Industrial Competitiveness

can lead to Economic Development in Pakistan
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Slide 9
Future Career Goals

 I would love to serve in the Government of

the Punjab and try to bring about qualitative

improvement by using the acquired

knowledge and skills.

Slide 10
Punjab Capacity Building Program (PCBP)

 Recommendations

 A closer liaison between PRMP and various

department of Government of the Punjab

Slide 11

Thanks
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Asif Rafiq

Slide 1

DE-BREIFING SESSION

Slide 2

• Livestock as business industry

• Capacity building

• Change management in L&DD

• Conducting and managing trainings

1

Slide 3

• Training Need Analysis

• Human Resource (Development and
Management)

• Evaluation

• Designing and Delivering Training

• Managing Training and Development
Function

2
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Slide 4

• No Human Resource in L&DD

• Conducting training and managing

resources for trainings as well as managing

T&D functions

• Project Evaluation before, during and after

the project

3

Slide 5

• Human Resource Development

• Human Resource Management

• Managing Organizational Learning and
Knowledge

• Designing and Delivering Training

• Managing T&D Function

• Evaluation in Context

4

Slide 6

• Human Resource Development

• Managing T&D Functions

• Evaluation in Context

5
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Slide 7

• Blend of subjects

• Strong implication in the Punjab Public

Sector

6

Slide 8

• Training Need Analysis of Line Managers

of L&DD Department

7

Slide 9

• Comprehensive analysis of the training
needs of livestock and dairy professionals
of Punjab.

• Focused on the TNA of line managers

• Very strategic position. Supervising almost
250-300 officers/officials

• TNA in line with bringing change with
better understanding of the organisation’s
goals.
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Slide 10

• To ensure TNA and managing T&D

Functions

• Consultancy

• Posting in the relevant project

8

Slide 11

• Very useful programme

• Should also start sending officers for Ph.D

9

Muhammad Afzal

Slide 1

Introduction

Muhammad Afzal
District Zakat Officer

MSc in Poverty Reduction and Development
Management

University of Birmingham, the UK
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Slide 2
Objectives of higher education

• To acquire knowledge and skills about my subject

• To learn about various strategies adopted by the
international community for poverty reduction

• To learn the international techniques and methods used
by the teachers in higher education in developed
countries especially in the UK.

• To interact with teachers and students belonging to
different countries of the world.

• I believe that I have achieved these objectives.

Slide 3 Major improvements in knowledge
and skills due to degree program

• This degree program has helped me to improve
my knowledge and skills about poverty reduction
and development.

• To have a better understanding about various
techniques and strategies about poverty
reduction.

• Poverty reduction strategy papers were also part
of our course content.

Slide 4 Can the acquired knowledge be
used in Punjab Government ?

• The acquired knowledge and skills pertain
to the areas of poverty reduction and
decentralization

• They can be used in the departments
related to these areas such as Zakat and
Usher, Food Support Program, Local
Government etc.
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Slide 5
Major course contents

• Rural Poverty and Development

• Urban Poverty and Development

• Social Analysis of Poverty and
Development

• Critical Approaches to Development

• Decentralized Governance and
Management

• Decentralized Government Finance

Slide 6 Most beneficial subjects for public
sector in Punjab

• Rural Poverty and Development

• Urban Poverty and Development

• Decentralized Governance and
Management

• Decentralized Government Finance

Slide 7 Recommendation about the
University and the degree

• University of Birmingham is one of the
prestigious institutions in the world.

• It ranks among the top 70 universities in
the world. It ranks 5th in the UK for
research work.

• Teachers are highly qualified and
competent in their subjects

• Degree in PRDM is very helpful for the
officers working in departments related to
poverty reduction efforts.
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Slide 8 Topic of Dissertation and Its
Objectives

• Identifying Links between Current

Decentralization and Poverty Reduction

In Pakistan

• To identify the factors in Pakistan’s context
that can make decentralization work for
poverty reduction

• To explore the impact of the current
decentralization on poverty reduction that
took place in Pakistan during the period
from 2001 to 2006

Slide 9
Future Career Goals

• To acquire further education in the field of
poverty reduction and development
studies.

• To serve the government as per
commitment in the contract agreement

• To participate in the policy making process
for poverty reduction at the Provincial and
Federal level.

• To write in the international journals and
magazines about development studies.

Slide 10 About Punjab Capacity Building
Program

• PCBP is an excellent program .
• The department is being run in a highly

systematic and professional manner
• I highly appreciate the efforts made by the

department for foreign education and training of
officers in the foreign universities.

• I wish the program should continue.
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Naveed Ahmad

Slide 1

Slide 2

Naveed Ahmad (IPD/BS17)
Assistant Director (PIU) PMU LBDC

Degree Title:

M.Sc. International Construction
Management & Engineering

(ICME)
From

The University of Leeds, U.K.

Slide 3
OBJECTIVES

• To acquire the knowledge & skills in
the field of construction management

• To study the applicability of the
international concepts of construction
management and procurement
management in Pakistan.
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Slide 4
SPECIAL AREAS IMPROVED THROUGH

THIS M.SC PROGRAM

• Project and programme management
tools and techniques

• Strategic management for the projects

• Risk management for the projects

• Procurement management for
construction projects

• Value management tools and
techniques

Slide 5 Applicability of Acquired
Knowledge

The concepts of Project Management,
Value Management and Procurement
Management can be applied to all mega
construction projects for Public Sector in
Punjab

Slide 6
Course Contents

• Project
Management

• Strategic
Management

• Whole life Asset
Management

• Procurement
Management

• Advanced Project
Management

• Construction
Process
Management

• Value
Management
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Slide 7 MOST BENIFICIAL
SUBJECTS FOR PUBLIC

SECTOR IN PUNJAB

• Project Management

• Procurement Management

• Strategic Management

Slide 8
Topic of Dissertation

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION AT CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER LEVEL IN THE PAKISTAN

This dissertation focuses on interpersonal communication
at the construction manager level, for without effective
communication between the participants the project team
cannot succeed in realising its objectives

Main Objectives

•To express the current interpersonal communication
practices at construction manager level in the Pakistan and
examine the existence of association between the
interpersonal communication and the background of
construction managers

•To develop a framework to give guidance for effective
interpersonal communication at construction manager level

Slide 9
The University/ Course

• University of Leeds lies in the top 100
international research universities and has
the vision to be in the top 50 universities of
the world up to 2015.

• ICME at University of Leeds - Highly
recommended for future training to
enhance the management skills of officers
to handle the construction projects
successfully
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Slide 10
Career Goals

• To build a career as a project professional
in the Government of the Punjab

• Work towards application of the idea of
Partnering and other procurement routes
like Public Private Partnership (PPP) /
Private Finance Initiative (PFI) and prime
contracting in the construction sector of
the Government of the Punjab

Slide 11
Punjab Capacity Building Programme

(PCBP)
• An excellent initiative to develop and enhance

the capacity of the officers in their professional
fields

• Needs Continuity

• Future career planning of the participants

• Should initiate some steps at Govt. level for
grant of some incentives in term of some
additional pay increments or any benefit in the
promotion to encourage the officers who have
enhanced their professional qualification as
additional degree

Slide 12

Thanks
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Shahid Ishaq Khan

Slide 1 1. OBJECTIVES OF HIGHER EDUCATION1. OBJECTIVES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

• Increasing knowledge and skills by using modern monitoring and
modelling techniques with the help of Remote Sensing and
Geographical Information System (GIS) for rehabilitation of scarce
forestry resource of Punjab for better environment and to make
P u n j a b m o r e g r e e n e r .

• Learning computer programming for monitoring and modelling of
environmental variables/factors for better forestry practices in
Punjab.

• Enhancing the computer skills and gaining better Scientific report
writing techniques.

• Learning of Laboratory skills for reconstructing palaeo-environment.

• AL HAMDU LLILAH objectives have been achieved.

Slide 2
2. MAJOR CAPACITY IMPROVEMENT AREAS2. MAJOR CAPACITY IMPROVEMENT AREAS

• Computer based monitoring and modelling of environmental
processes by Terrain Analysis System (TAS) software .

• Rainfall runoff modelling / river modelling through ArcGIS software.

• Flood mapping and damage calculation by use of ISIS software.

• Acquiring, processing and Interpretation of multi-spectral Satellite
images for collecting raw data for environmental applications
t h r o u g h I d r i s i s o f t w a r e p r o g r a m m i n g .

• Laboratory based techniques through study of pollen grains and
diatoms for palaeo-ecological reconstruction of past climate.

• Statistical analysis of scientific data through computer programme
S t a t i s t i ca l p r o g r am m e fo r s o c i a l sc i e nc e s ( S PS S) .

Slide 3
3. APPLICATION OF ACCUIRED SKILLS3. APPLICATION OF ACCUIRED SKILLS IN PUNJABIN PUNJAB

GOVERNMENTGOVERNMENT

• Using Remote Sensing and GIS techniques for Forestry resource inventory
through Idrisi software programming and ArcGIS.

• The application of ArcGIS software to improve the biodiversity of our
forests with Gap analysis.

• Computer based monitoring and modelling application to study the
environmental processes with the help of Terrain Analysis System
(TAS) software.

• The application of ArcGIS software in planning of rainfall-runoff
modelling for flood prone areas and installation of air quality
monitoring systems in polluted areas of Punjab.

• SPSS use for data analysis.
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Slide 4
4. MAJOR COURSE CONTENT / COMPONENT4. MAJOR COURSE CONTENT / COMPONENT

• The major aim of M.Sc. (Environmental Monitoring Modelling and
Reconstruction) programme is to provide advanced theoretical knowledge
and practical understanding through interactions between monitoring
m o de l l i n g an d r eco ns t r uct i on of env i ro nmen ta l p rocesses .

• The major subjects studied at the programme are:

Generic Research and Personal Skills,

Environmental Remote Sensing,

Environmental application of GIS,

Environmental Change,

Environmental Reconstruction,

Environmental Monitoring and Modelling.

Slide 5
5. THREE SUBJECTS, MOST BENEFICIAL FOR PUBLIC5. THREE SUBJECTS, MOST BENEFICIAL FOR PUBLIC

SECTORSECTOR

• Environmental Remote Sensing

• Environmental Application of GIS

• Environmental Monitoring and Modelling

Slide 6
6. RECOMMENDATION OF DEGREE AND UNIVERSITY6. RECOMMENDATION OF DEGREE AND UNIVERSITY

FOR FUTURE TRAININGFOR FUTURE TRAINING

• Good degree and excellent university for training
because, geographical studies taught at
Manchester University for over one hundred
years. The facul ty members and study
t e c h n i q u e s a r e e x c e l l e n t .

• In the school of environment and development
there is up to mark and most equipped
geography laboratory and complete field
r e s e a r c h f a c i l i t i e s a r e a v a i l a b l e .
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Slide 7 7. TOPIC OF DISSERTATION, OBJECTIVES AND7. TOPIC OF DISSERTATION, OBJECTIVES AND
SCOPESCOPE

“E ffec t of Plant a t ion Fo rests o n Dissolved Organ ic Carbon in

r e l a t i o n t o W a t e r Q u a l i t y i n P e a t l a n d ” .

The main aim of this study is to test the hypothesis that plantation

forests increase DOC (colour) concentrations of upland stream water.

This objective is achieved through conducting two studies i.e.,

comparison of DOC concentration between forest and moorland sub

catchments and down stream DOC concentration changing trends in water
c o m i n g f r o m m o o r l a n d ( l a n d w i t h o u t f o r e s t ) i n t o f o r e s t .

This study links plantation forestry to water colour due to dissolved
organic carbon (DOC). The research question of the study is, do plantation
forests enhances DOC concentration. This is answered through monitoring of
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations in seepage water sampled
from plantation forest and moorland at upper north grain near snake pass in
t h e P e a k D i s t r i c t , D e r b y s h i r e .

Results show lower concentrations level of DOC from forest samples as
compared to moorland and low downstream DOC concentration trends.

Slide 8
8. FUTURE CAREER GOALS & ACHIEVEMENT PLAN8. FUTURE CAREER GOALS & ACHIEVEMENT PLAN

• To serve my country through deliverance of
gained knowledge and skills to my department
and continuously updating my knowledge and
professional skills.

• To achieve this goal, I will train my departmental
staff and enriching my knowledge and update
my professional skills through higher education
i.e., Refresher courses for short term, doctorate
level for long term.

Slide 9
9. PCBP RATING AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR9. PCBP RATING AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

IMPROVING THE PROGRAMIMPROVING THE PROGRAM

• Very good programme of Punjab government
that gives officers of government of the Punjab a
nice opportunity through which they can improve
their knowledge and equip themselves with
latest professional skills in their relevant fields,
resultantly better serve the country.

• My suggestion for this programme is to increase
the number of scholarships for technical officers
of technical departments for studying abroad for
gaining new technical skills.
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Slide 10

Thank youThank you

Any QuestionAny Question
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ANNEX E : STATED OBJECTIVES OF SCHOLARS

Objectives that were marked as fulfilled by the scholars are represented by the
symbol √ in the following list: 

Objectives Fulfilled / Unfulfilled
Abdul Razzaq

 To study & understand project Management techniques & methodologies √ 

 To get an exposure of studying at internationally recognized institution √ 
 To equip myself with the modern concepts and techniques of program

& project management √ 

Tariq Mahmood

 To become more knowledgeable √ 

 Personal growing √ 

 Comparison study of infrastructural development √ 

 To be more useful in Public Service √ 

Arif Mian Butt

 To gain project related skills, capabilities and knowledge √ 

Azmat Amin

 Learn how developed countries manage their public services √ 

 Awareness of issues in implementing policy and management reforms √ 

 Understanding of issues in organizations and Management of PS √ 

 Comparison of Public Services in Punjab with developed countries √ 

 Human resource management and change management √ 

Muhammad Asif Iqbal

 Exposure to international academic system √ 

 An insight of nature of quality public service provision √ 

 HRM √ 

 Understanding of contemporary Public sector management √ 

Muhammad Asif Aslam

 To know about Water Resource Management √ 

 To help department in sustainable development √ 

 To help department in designing and analysis of Reservoirs √ 

Zeeshan Ali Hashmi

 To be a human resource for the department I serve Depends on posting

 To build my capacity as an Engineer √ 
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Tahir Raza

 New Development Concepts √ 

 Local Economic Development √ 

 Municipal management √ 

Ghulam Saghir Shahid

 To gain fresh knowledge & skills √ 

 To have a practical exposure to the land & people of developed countries √ 
 To implement the acquired knowledge & skill in my country Yet to be

Dr. Khurram Shahzad

 To attain knowledge in the field of health policy making √ 

 Personal grooming √ 

Muhammad Tanvir Majid

 Exposure of British Institutions √ 

 Sharing experiences with int. students √ 

 Learning from experiences of int. faculty √ 

Shahinshah Faisal Azeem

 Higher qualification √ 

 Capacity building of skills √ 

 International Explosure √ 

 Understanding the modern techniques √ 

Asif Rafiq

 Livestock as business industry √ 

 Capacity building √ 

 Change management in L&DD √ 

 Conducting and managing trainings √ 

Muhammad Afzal

 To acquire knowledge about poverty reduction and development techniques √ 
 To enhance personal skills like communication skills, time management,

negotiation and presentation skills √ 

 International exposure √ 

Naveed Ahmad

 To acquire the knowledge & skills in construction management √ 
 To study the applicability of international concepts of construction

management & Procurement management in Pakistan √ 

Shahid Ishaq Khan
 Learning modern knowledge / skills in remote sensing, GIS, palaeo-

environment √ 
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ANNEX F : RECOMMENDATIONS / SUGGESTIONS OF
SCHOLARS IN THEIR OWN WORDS

Abdul Razzaq
 A very Good Programme
 Needs to have a comprehensive TNA
 Needs to have a well thought placement policy
 Strong coordination with scholars
 Finding avenues and providing the opportunities for the best utilization of trained

human capital.
 Close liaison with MPDD

Tariq Mahmood
 Selection of courses & universities.
 Involvement with PCBP scholars in the selection of modules.
 Mid-term review of the course.
 Continuation of capacity building opportunities for PCBP scholars.

Arif Mian Butt
Local high standard universities like LUMS should also be considered for imparting
training to the officers

Azmat Amin
 Excellent program for brilliant officers
 Window of opportunity
Recommendations:
General guidelines about specific research areas

Muhammad Asif Iqbal
 As a comprehensive and focused capacity building exercise with in the government is

a must to meet the existing skill requirement but also to meet the future skill
requirements I rate Punjab Capacity Building Program (PCBP) as highly successful
program and strongly recommend that it should be a permanent feature of
Government of Punjab policy.

 A more rigorous exercise for training need assessment should be conducted for the
selection of courses offered to prospecting trainee officers.

Muhammad Asif Aslam
PCBP in my view
 Very good opportunity for Punjab Government officers.
 Scholarships are awarded on merit.
 Need to improve the provision of finances in time as scholars suffered a lot because

of delay in stipend.
 Payment of University fee should be in time as sponsor’s and country prestige suffers.
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 Terms and conditions of contract with scholar should not be reviewed and altered
midway between the contract period.

 Stipend should be increased up to 1500 US dollar per month.

Zeeshan Ali Hashmi
Recommendation About PCBP
 The Punjab Capacity Building Program supervised by PRMP is an excellent

program for the human resource management of Punjab Government. Merit in the
selection policy, in my opinion, is the corner stone of the success of this program.

 It is suggested that there is a need to penetrate deep into various departments of
Punjab Government in order to coordinate and council the officers about the
importance of capacity building and to encourage them to avail this program.

 PRMP should maintain talent pool of Punjab Government officers and make
recommendation to the Government for their placement at challenging places after
careful career planning of each officer nominated under PCBP.

Tahir Raza
 PMU has provided good support in the post award period. By and large the

programme has been successful in managing all the affairs i.e. Arranging travel to
and from the destinations, transfer of fees, passing on time to time instructions and
providing stipends to scholars.

 I would suggest that PCBP should do objective study of the programmes while
selecting the partner institutions .

 PCBP should make an assessment of the expertise acquired by returning graduates
and based on the assessment , should recommend future placement of the officers.

Ghulam Saghir Shahid
PCBP—Rating & Recommendations
 High rating in terms of selection of scholars, and timely management of all issues

relating to visa, travels, payment of stipend to scholars and tuition fees to the
universities

 Deep liaison with the scholars and timely communication/guidelines to them on all
the issues

However PRMP may
 Include 2 year degree programs on pattern of Federal Government
 Devise career planning of the scholars in accordance with their qualifications, as

their knowledge/skills are rarely utilized by Government

Dr. Khurram Shahzad
Rating
Very Good
Recommendations
 Inclusion of Universities like Oxford and Cambridge
 Inclusion of more important courses like International Health Policy

Muhammad Tanvir Majid
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Role of PCBP
 Building capacities of officers – first part of PCBP role (doing exceptionally well)
 Should assume second role – placement/promotion and career progression of

incoming officers
 Performance evaluation of officers
 Short courses for the officers (in order to update knowledge)
 Should remain constantly engaged with the officers

Shahinshah Faisal Azeem
A closer liaison between PRMP and various department of Government of the Punjab

Asif Rafiq
PCBP rating & recommendations
 Very useful programme
 Should also start sending officers for Ph.D

Muhammad Afzal
About Punjab Capacity Building Program
 PCBP is an excellent program .
 The department is being run in a highly systematic and professional manner.
 I highly appreciate the efforts made by the department for foreign education and

training of officers in the foreign universities.
 I wish the program should continue.

Naveed Ahmad
Punjab Capacity Building Programme (PCBP)
 An excellent initiative to develop and enhance the capacity of the officers in their

professional fields
 Needs Continuity
 Future career planning of the participants
 Should initiate some steps at Govt. level for grant of some incentives in term of some

additional pay increments or any benefit in the promotion to encourage the officers
who have enhanced their professional qualification as additional degree

Shahid Ishaq Khan
PCBP rating and recommendations for improving the program
 Very good programme of Punjab government that gives officers of government of the

Punjab a nice opportunity through which they can improve their knowledge and
equip themselves with latest professional skills in their relevant fields, resultantly
better serve the country.

 My suggestion for this programme is to increase the number of scholarships for
technical officers of technical departments for studying abroad for gaining new
technical skills.
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ANNEX G : RECOMMENDATIONS OF SCHOLARS ABOUT
THEIR COURSES / UNIVERSITIES

Abdul Razzaq
M.Sc. In Program & Project Management
The University of Warwick, United Kingdom

Recommendation of Course / University
 The University of Warwick is recommended
 Very Good Faculty
 Big and Beautiful Campus
 Hi-tech Environment
 International Exposure
 Competitive Environment
 Very Good Library and its online services
 The PPM is recommended
 Variety of subjects
 Research Environment
 WMG
 Simulation Exercises

Tariq Mahmood
M.Sc. In Program & Project Management
The University of Warwick, United Kingdom

Recommendation of Course / University
The PPM degree and the University of Warwick is recommended
 Vast and Beautiful Campus
 Hi-tech Environment
 Great International Exposure
 Competitive Environment
 Highly learned faculty
 Varied range of subjects
 Research oriented program
 Learning by doing (simulation exercises)

Azmat Amin
M.Sc. Public Services Policy and Management
King's College, London

Recommendation of Course / University
 Excellent program for brilliant officers
 Window of opportunity
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Muhammad Asif Iqbal
M.Sc. Public Services Policy and Management
King's College, London

Recommendation of Course / University
I strongly recommend King’s college as it is one of world class institution which has an
outstanding reputation for teaching and research. It has an added advantage of being
located in heart of London thus you can discover the world from the heart of London.

Zeeshan Ali Hashmi
M.Sc. Water Resources Technology & Management
University of Birmingham, UK

Recommendation of Course / University
 I strongly recommend study at University of Birmingham because they offer a well-

established Masters Program in Water Resources that integrates scientific, engineering
and management aspects of water quality and quantity in a single course.

 Furthermore, University of Birmingham U.K is internationally recognized as among the
world’s best universities, building on its current excellence in research and learning
across a wide range of disciplines.

 The recent review (2009) of research quality in UK reported that 65% of civil
engineering research at the University of Birmingham is world leading or
internationally excellent in terms of originality and significance.

Tahir Raza
MA Development Studies (Local & Regional Dev.)
Institute of Social Studies (ISS), Erasmus University, Netherlands

Recommendation of Course / University
 Institute of Social Studies (ISS), The Netherlands is leading education and development

research institution of Europe. It has recently been made part of Erasmus University,
Rotterdam.

 M.A Development Studies is meant for development practitioners both in the NGO and
public sector organization. The core courses provide in depth analysis and guiding
strategies to mid career professionals in order to familiarise them with modern
development discourse.

 In my view, the courses offered here are better suited for professionals from P&D
department as well as for officers from secretariat service. There are more than 12
specializations offered by the university in the M.A program.
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Ghulam Saghir Shahid
Institute of Social Studies (ISS), Erasmus University, Netherlands
MA in Development Studies

Recommendation of Course / University
Highly Recommended because of:-
 Variety of Specializations in Development Studies
 Best academics—5 days classes in a week; Individual and Group assignments;

Seminars; Sports and Cultural events etc
 Class comprises 180 students from all over the globe, hence lot of group learning
 Best student-teacher ratio —50 teachers for 180 student
 Good residential facilities for all the students on subsidized rates
 Unique experience of living below the sea level in Netherlands

Dr. Khurram Shahzad
Health, Population and Society
London School of Economics and Political Science

Recommendation of Course / University
Highly recommend for future training because
 This course provides a thorough understanding of health related issues in developing

and developed countries.
 Helps in devising policies for different health related issues.
 Provides a complete understanding of transition of health and population in developing

and developed countries.

Muhammad Tanvir Majid
M.Sc. International Development : HRM
IDPM, University of Manchester

Recommendation of Course / University
Strongly recommend IDPM the for future training officers
 Manchester – Multicultural city
 IDPM – one of the best in the world in Development Studies
 Excellent facilities and world class faculty
 Field work in European countries
 Market value of the degree
 Students from every part of the world
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Asif Rafiq
M.Sc. Management of Training & Development
Univ of Edinburgh - College of Higher Education

Recommendation of Course / University
 Blend of subjects
 Strong implication in the Punjab Public Sector

Muhammad Afzal
M.Sc. Poverty Reduction and Development Management
University of Birmingham

Recommendation of Course / University
 University of Birmingham is one of the prestigious institutions in the world.

 It ranks among the top 70 universities in the world. It ranks 5th in the UK for research
work.

 Teachers are highly qualified and competent in their subjects
 Degree in PRDM is very helpful for the officers working in departments related to

poverty reduction efforts.

Naveed Ahmad
M.Sc. International Construction Management & Engineering
University of Leeds, UK

Recommendation of Course / University
 University of Leeds lies in the top 100 international research universities and has the

vision to be in the top 50 universities of the world up to 2015.
 ICME at University of Leeds - Highly recommended for future training to enhance the

management skills of officers to handle the construction projects successfully

Shahid Ishaq Khan
M.Sc. Environmental Monitoring, Modelling & Reconstruction
University of Manchester, UK

Recommendation of Course / University
 Good degree and excellent university for training because, geographical studies taught

at Manchester University for over one hundred years. The faculty members and study
techniques are excellent.

 In the school of environment and development there is up to mark and most equipped
geography laboratory and complete field research facilities are available.
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Shahinshah Faisal Azeem
M.Sc. Development Economics & Policy
IDPM, University of Manchester

Recommendation of Course / University
 Development Economics and Policy as a subject is very relevant to the Public Sector.

The School of Environment & Development and IDPM in the University of Manchester
collaborate with the world renowned academicians to make up the core and elective
modules in the subject

 Comprehensive field research facilities are available.


